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Another issue of Skug is either in your hands or on screen in front of you. First, an apology to those
people who have contributed material for this issue of Skug and the horrible, horrible delay in actually
getting it in print. No excuse other than a distinct lack of will power (aka, sometimes I'
m a lazy SOB.
I love to speak so highly of myself)). Sorry. Sorry. Ooh, how about mea culpa, mea culpa, mea
maxima culpa. So, don'
t send me any material, folks. Don'
t send artwork. Don'
t send poetry. Don'
t
send articles. The only thing I will gladly accept are LoCs and I will publish those although it may
only be online. If you'
re not online, I'
ll work something out to get a printed version to you.
How long has it been since the last Skug? I should check but I think five years or more. I can'
t even
remember where I put any remaining printed copies of the last Skug. Admittedly it is hard to find
anything with all my piles and piles of stuff that I really need to go through. I should be erudite and
talk about the great literary and/or story-telling capabilities of various and sundry authors. Nope. I
could be very fannish and talk about all the things going on in fandom. Nope. I don'
t even know that I
know what is going on. I do skim File 770. I have gone to a couple of Corflu and Potlatch
conventions since the last Skug. I'
m just out of touch, I guess, not that I was ever very in touch. I'
d
love to include photos from those conventions but I think I'
ll just include a link. I hope to take photos
at the upcoming Corflu in Las Vegas. I don'
t understand why one cannot at least figure out how to not
have red eye in their photos if they'
re going to post hundreds of hundreds of photos of people from
conventions. Sorry, a digression.
In the interim Bush was crowned again. Why does that bring Mugabe to mind? All right, the
comparison is a bit extreme. Just substitute British for terrorists. It’s the fault of the terrorists, no wait,
the British are undermining our government, no wait.
WORK
It continues. I am still at Sun. Another project just taped out earlier this month. Another one is
starting. I took a little time off. My former manager would have given me more. The current, bane of
the earth that he is, never mentioned it, probably never thought of mentioning it. Probably best to not
speak at any length on work.
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MUSIC
Interesting, Skug came out and June Carter Cash
died on May 15, 2003, and Johnny Cash died on
September 16, 2003, just about 4 months later.
Coincidence?
I got an ipod sometime in there. It has 12418 songs
which supposedly would last 32.4 days and takes up
52.29 GB of the 60GB drive. Sorted by song title first and last? '
55 Fairlane by Bob Telson to Zu
Geil Fur Diese Velt by Die Fantastischen Vier.
Hardly Strictly Bluegress - I’ve gone to every
Hardly Strictly Bluegrass since then although last
year had some definite issues. If I go again this year
hopefully I will have a better time. Part of last
year’s festival appeared on Austin City Limits.
Someone somewhere must have a marvelous film
collection from HSB since I think I’ve seen video
crews for every stage, and there are five or six, for
every day of the weekend festival. It is amazing that
it is free. It is getting more and more crowded though. It takes place in Golden Gate Park in early
October. Here are my sites containing photos I took.
http://www.amelor.com/travels/hardly2004/hardly2004.html
http://www.amelor.com/travels/hardly2005/base0.html
http://www.amelor.com/travels/hsb_2006/base0.html
http://www.flickr.com/photos/gsmattingly/sets/72157602279308564/
The festival’s web site is here:
http://www.strictlybluegrass.com/
Wesley Willis died on August 21, 2003.
Wicked – September, 2005 – I saw and enjoyed Wicked . I thought the production and staging was
nice. Everyone'
s voice was excellent. I didn'
t think most of the songs were that memorable. The story
was entertaining. There'
s an interesting review at TheaterMania or the one at New York Theatre Guide
or The New York Times in which I guess I wasn'
t the only one, "Even if you thought that Steven
Schwartz'
s pop score was undistinguished,..." or "True believers will not mind, of course. '
'
Wicked'
'-which is a prequel and a sequel to '
'
Oz,'
'both rarities in the theater despite their ubiquity in Hollywood
-- remains perfectly pitched to teenagers.
My Ears Are Still Ringing from the Fab Mab Reunion – April 9 2006
Jay Kinney, Dixie Tracy Kinney, Rich Coad and I went to the Fillmore to the Fab Mab Reunion. It was
entertaining to see people in their 40s and 50s (and probably a few older) along with those who hadn'
t
even been born yet when these bands were playing at the Mabuhay. With Dirk Dirksen emceeing we
got to see The Mutants, The Avengers, Flipper and the Dead Kennedys.
The Mutants started things off. There are some enjoyable pictures of the group at The Mutants website.
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Fritz Fox (aka Freddy Mutant) and Sally Webster (Sally Mutant) and Sue White (Sue Mutant) (This
assumes I'
ve got all the names right which 9 times out of 10 doesn'
t happen) were all having a great
time. The outfit for the night was western wear with spreading crinoline skirts taking up a large amount
of the stage. They had films projected on a screen behind them with definitely recognizable portions of
Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill!. (At least I think that is what it was. My memory needs help. Rich Coad
helped a bit reminding me about the Plasmatics concert I'
d seen and totally forgotten. That'
s sad.
Wendy O. Williams really isn'
t forgettable.)
They were followed by The Avengers with Penelope Houston who were also excellent. If my ability
to remember names correctly is working, Greg Ingraham, an original Avenger, was also on stage. The
other two members are new.
After the Avengers, Jay and Dixie, decided to leave since they had an early morning ahead. Next up
was Flipper. They were even louder but slower. I definitely remember seeing Flipper in May of 1981
at Kezar Stadium with Throbbing Gristle and Church Police. That'
s a memory that hasn'
t gone away. I
saw them a number of other times but that might have been the most memorable. Since then Will
Shatter died of a drug overdose and I don'
t think that was Bruce Loose on stage, since he had no cane
or heart monitor but I could always be wrong. Fortunately they did "Sex Bomb", one of their "hits". I
like it. Of course during the show the band had a few things thrown at them but that was relatively
normal when they were playing in the shows I saw back in the 1970s and 1980s.
The last band for the night was The Dead Kennedys minus Jello Biafra. And they were even louder but
also faster. Their new lead singer is obviously young and has great quantities of energy, jumping and
running all over the stage. Unfortunately he doesn'
t quite have the charisma or stage presence of Jello.
Still Rich Coad and I stayed for "California Über Alles" which was very enjoyable but not quite the
same.
Dirk Dirksen was there. There'
s some interesting background on him and the Mabuhay in What We
Talk About When WE Talk About Punk by Alexa Weinstein. He was still his caustic and insulting self
with the audience equally unpleasant right back at him, yelling insults and more. However it definitely
seemed like he was having a good time too.
Definitely an enjoyable, interesting and loud evening. Jay Kinney mentioned something about being a
time machine to the past. That was true except for several things. I don'
t recall any cell phones being
stuck up in the air to take pictures at the Mabuhay and the crowd dancing up front wasn'
t even close to
the raucous and energetic levels of the crowds back in the 1970s and 1980s. Finally you might be
interested in checking out Where Are They Now.
Followup Note - Dirk Dirksen 1937-2006
"Dirk Dirksen -- '
pope of punk'amused, insulted S.F. crowds - Joel Selvin, Chronicle Senior Pop
Music Critic Wednesday, November 22, 2006. Dirk Dirksen, the godfather of San Francisco punk
rock and the often abrasive ringmaster of the North Beach punk emporium Mabuhay Gardens, died
unexpectedly in his sleep Monday night. He was 69… .“
Love, Janis – July 23, 2006 – My sister, her daughter and I went to the Marines Memorial Theatre to
see Love Janis. We all thought it was very good.
Harmony Festival – June 2007- I went to the Harmony Festival in Santa Rosa for one of its three
days. It was quite enjoyable. Well, the drive up there, particularly the last five or ten miles in and near
Santa Rosa, was really miserable. Traffic was most unpleasant.
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Anyway, on to the festival. There were lots of male youths, looking scraggly and conspiratorial, oh
wait, that'
s my father'
s mind talking. Okay, lots of young people and even a fair number of not so
young people. There were lots of food booths and one-third to one-half of them, if not more, had
vegetarian or vegan food, or were even solely vegetarian or vegan food. I had this interesting nori roll.
I guess it was wrapped in seaweed. That seaweed was rather hard to chew but that which was inside
was very tasty, and easier to chew. It did seem odd to see quite a few people smoking at a "harmony"
festival that was all very organic and healthful and such, you know, one of those, what'
s wrong with
this picture type of thing. Anyway, each to his or her own, eh? Also it was fairly evident that people
couldn'
t figure out the trash or eco friendly disposal units and signs. I do not think plastic utensils go in
the compostable bin.
There were many sellers of this and that but I didn'
t buy anything. There were a number of stages with
music and I tried to go to all of them but missed a few. I started out with Blue Turtle Seduction then on
to Stellamara. I hadn'
t heard of Blue Turtle but they were enjoyable. I had a CD by Stellamara and had
been aware of them for several years. The Waybacks were great and I hung out listening to them for a
while. After that I found the stage Steve Kimock was at. The crowd loved Steve Kimock. Brian Wilson
played later in the afternoon and that was enjoyable but wasn'
t really why I was at the Harmony
Festival. I thought it was too bad that Brian Wilson was opposite Sharon Knight and Pandemonaeon. I
stayed at the stage with Brian Wilson long enough to take some photos then went over to see Sharon
and Winter playing. They deserved a bigger audience.
Then on to the evening performances. I stayed at one stage throughout the evening. It started with
Suzanne Sterling. I found out about the festival through one of her email newsletters. I'
d seen her at
Pantheacon in the past and have always enjoyed listening to her and her band. After her was a group
from India. They'
d just been in Canada. Unfortunately I forgot the name of the performers but they
were really good. They were playing ragas but were only allowed about half an hour. Obviously they
weren'
t too happy about the short time either. The younger sitar player left the stage very quickly after
their set finished. He did not seem too happy about the time limitations. He really did enjoy playing
though or so it appeared. Then on to the primary reason I was there, Sheila Chandra. It seems that the
last concert she did in the United States was 15 years ago. I like her music. The evening ended with Jai
Uttal, who I also enjoying listening to. He did some kirtans. It was most enjoyable.
The crowd was interesting too. Before the Jai Uttal set, two guys were talking next to me. One said he
had sold his place and had been traveling by land through South America. That struck me as odd. I'
ve
heard of traveling by air, or by foot or by car but I couldn'
t remember by land. It brought forth visions
of the earth shifting and moving him from place to place. Or maybe he levitated and the earth simply
moved beneath him. However since that'
s sort of an east west thing it would seem he might end up in
an ocean. Admittedly the use of "by" is rather overloaded so his usage was probably fine but it still
sounded odd to me. I mean people say they travel by night too which started bringing forth other
strange thoughts. Anyway, the conversation continued with him asking if the other fellow was still on
the collective. He was. Obviously not a crowd you might find yourself mingling with in Kansas.
The woman that was sitting next to me was talking to this person and that person and she was
obviously a musician. She talked about singing in some cathedral in Washington and getting all these
women to chant Hare Krishna and she seemed to know Jai Uttal. I never did catch her name though.
One thing I did note relative to the audience, a number of whom were dancing in front of me, in my
front row seat which I had obtained by arriving well before the music started (yes, yes, must maintain
harmony and peaceful thoughts . . .) was that they really couldn'
t dance. Some definitely had some
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issues relative to having their body keeping in time with the music. I know, the music is supposed to
move you and you just go do whatever comes to you. Still, it would be nice if more of them could
follow the music. I shouldn'
t be talking though. I'
m most assuredly no Lord of the Dance but I kept my
body sitting on the chair other than a few forays from it to get closer and take some photos.
I left before his set ended since I didn'
t want to deal with traffic when everyone else left although a
number of them were camping overnight on the fairgrounds. It was probably a little after 1 AM at that
point. I got a bit turned around so it took me fifteen or twenty minutes instead of five or ten to get to
the hotel at which I was spending the night. Nevertheless it was a very enjoyable afternoon and
evening. You can find lots of photos at the link below.
http://www.amelor.com/travels/harmony_2007/base0.html
James Brown - A definitely bad point of 2006: James Brown, born on May 3, 1933, died on
December 25, 2006
My stereo - I thought I'
d put down some notes on my stereo stuff.
My Quad ESL-63 speakers had had an issue for a while. Something
wasn'
t right with the right speaker. It was a lot, hm maybe I should
make that A LOT, quieter than the left speaker. Finally I found
someone in the area who worked on Quad ESL-63 speakers (An
interesting side note - he'
s in San Jose but a different guy in San
Francisco works on Quad ESL-57 speakers. Guess they'
re different
enough with sufficiently different problems for this division.)
Unfortunately he said, oh, you probably need these boards replaced.
Okay. Quad seems to no longer actually stock those boards and one of
the places to which I was directed has a web site but their phone
number says disconnected. I learned later they were in the midst of a
move and not totally gone. This may have been a good thing because
in my hunting I found a guy in Kansas City who made new
replacement boards and seems to be cheaper than the other place. So I
ordered pairs of each of the three boards figuring I might as well make
the speakers as balanced as possible and hopefully forestall future
problems in the left speaker. I delivered the boards to the guy in San
Jose. He says they look good, puts them in, and speakers now are
balanced and sound better.
I forgot to mention what finally forced me to fix the speakers. The whole system stopped producing
sound. I thought it might be a fuse in the amp but I couldn'
t see anything burned out. I took the amp to
the same guy and he right off put a voltmeter across all the fuses and found that one was indeed burnt
out. Obviously I should have done this but didn'
t really think of it. He didn'
t charge anything for
figuring that out. I replaced the fuse. The power amp worked but I knew that it wasn'
t in the best
condition. Also he highly recommended that I get new amps that better suited the quads. The amps,
Adcom GFA-555, had blown fuses two or three times and I was a bit worried that they might be part of
the cause of the problem with the speakers. I could keep the preamp, Adcom GFP-555, but had
thoughts that it would be a good idea to replace both together.
He suggested two integrated amps that he carried, one solid state, one tube, neither of which I had
heard of. However he stood behind them and also indicated that he repaired them. I had issues with it
and Patty more than I because I have a subwoofer that has an RC filter box and its own amp between
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my preamp and power amp and this just wouldn'
t work with an integrated amp, at least not the ones he
had. Strangely enough he suggested putting a board in the space in the stands which hold up the Quads
and said this would make the bass better. He didn'
t really like the subwoofer between the preamp and
amp and didn'
t actually like the idea of a subwoofer with the Quads despite acknowledging they didn'
t
have the best low bass response. Well, I bought a couple of boards but haven'
t gotten around to
properly sizing them, sanding them and finishing. It will be interesting to see if they really do make a
difference. Meanwhile I disconnected the subwoofer just to remind myself of how the Quads alone
sound and also just to hear them after the board replacement. They sound good but I can tell on some
music they are a bit lacking.
He also asked what turntable I had. Well, I knew it was old and not at all in the same league as the
Quads. He grimaced when I said what it was and said I should also update/upgrade it. He suggested
Rega Planar 2 or 3, both of which he carried. Those I had heard of and do have a good reputation.
Anyway, I sent a list of other amps I'
d seen in the recommended list from Stereophile and most of the
ones I listed, which admittedly were not the really expensive ones, he didn'
t like. He said that most of
them had quality issues or this or that problem. The only one he liked was the McIntosh MC275. Even
at that he mentioned he liked the original MC275. I sent an email back to him asking about the current
MC275 which, as far as I can tell are very similar to the original MC275 but they have a new circuit
board. Unfortunately he never responded.
I did go and listen to the MC275 at a place called Audio High in San Jose. I think it was on the low end
for their equipment plus they didn'
t have any electrostatic speakers. Nevertheless, what I did hear
sounded great. I was thinking about the McIntosh C220 pre-amp but they didn'
t have that in stock so I
couldn'
t listen to that. I asked about the pre-amp they had. It was a Chord. He said it was on sale, only
$12000 instead of $18000, or something to that effect. I said I didn'
t think that was in my price range.
I'
d already called Magnolia Audio and Video and they didn'
t have either the MC275 or the C220 in
stock plus they did no service on McIntosh. Everything got shipped out. I wasn'
t fond of that idea.
Finally I went to House of Music in San Francisco. They had both. They did in-house service on
McIntosh. I listened to both although again, no electrostatic speakers in house. The sales person also
recommended the C2200 which I had read about but even their floor model was $1200 more than the
C220.
m still contemplating buying a new turntable
Anyway, I picked up the MC275 and C220 from them. I'
but we shall see.
The tubes are in. It is quite marvelous. The music is clearer, richer. It is less bright than the Adcoms. I
like this. Patty says she does not. She admits it is richer. Friends have in the past indicated disliking the
brightness. I was conflicted, not so much as to the brightness but whether I liked it or not. It was okay
but I like the less bright system I now have. The first thing I listened to was Vivaldi'
s Concerto in G
Minor, RV 531 (he had several concertos in G minor.) It was most excellent. It was sweet and
wonderful. I also listened to Madeline Peyroux. Ever listen to her? She has a great voice. It sounded
quite marvelous. I also listened to some Boz Scaggs and Balakirev Symphony No. 1.
I’m keeping track of the time I have the sytem on in order to check out the tube life. We shall see how
long my time-keeping lasts.
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Ojos de Brujo - Quien Engana no Gana - I saw a video on LinkTv'
s World Music from a group
called Ojos de Brujo but couldn'
t find it on LinkTV. Couldn'
t find it on YouTube, not the video I was
looking for. Finally, entertainingly enough I found it on National Geographic. I like the music. I like
the video. I think National Geographic'
s description of it combining "flamenco and Catalan Rumba
with hip-hop into a sound they call "flamenkillo"" is apt. I'
ve listened to it a number of times and still
like it.
Other music news I saw recently – A scorpion bit Richard Thompson on the hand while he was in
Mexico. He had to cancel a number of concerts because of that but fortunately he did not die.
The four perfect women were said to be
Khadijah – the first wife of Mohammed
Miriam – the sister of Moses
Mary – the mother of Jesus
Fatima – the daughter of Mohammed
This is from Schott’s.
My questions are, why were they the perfect women and what does perfection mean here?
PLANTS, HERBS & FLOWERS
I’m still growing lots of herbs, flowers, plants, etc. Last weekend I went to get peppers and tomatoes
from the Santa Clara Master Gardener’s Spring Sale. I picked up over a dozen peppers, mainly hot
peppers, and four or five tomatoes. I bought two Stump of the World tomatoes. Those work
particularly well for us. Anyway, three beefsteak type tomatoes, one classic, one cherry and one paste
(like Roma but called Jersey). We already had an Early Girl. I bought one Italian Basil for pesto and
one Genovese Basil. I’ve placed a fair number of new herbs in the yard but of course there were
already a lot. I’ve done a fair amount of pruning over the last few months but still have lots to do.
You can see photos on my flickr or amelor sites
http://www.flickr.com/photos/gsmattingly/
http://www.amelor.com/garden/garden.html
COMPUTERS
Not really much to note here. We still have
two. Mine is currently older, running XP
Home SP1. Patty bought a new one last
year and it is running Vista. Both of us
have had troubles with external hard
drives. I’ve had a LaCie die, was sent a
replacement and it died so I gave up on
LaCie. I’ve had a 300 GB Maxtor
OneTouch and it has held up for a long
time. I bought a second 750 GB Maxtor
and it died fairly quickly. I bought a
second 750 GB and it is still running okay
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although it is probably less than six months old. Patty’s new machine came with a Maxtor and it died
within six months. Someone suggested Western Digital to her. She’s having lots of fun talking to Dell
currently about the whole back up situation (okay, not having fun . . .)
BOOKS
Well, lots of books between the last issue
and this one but again I did not keep a very
good list. I know that I read all the Harry
Potter novels that have come out between
the last issue and this issue. I enjoyed the
book listed below except for the one noted.
The Black Jewels Trilogy by Anne Bishop
Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer
The Arctic Incident by Eoin Colfer
The Eternity Code by Eoin Colfer
The Opal Deception by Eoin Colfer
The Lost Colony by Eoin Colfer
Foundling by D.M. Cornish
Widdershins by Charles de Lint
Half Magic by Edward Eager
1632 by Eric Flint
1633 by Eric Flint
Outlander by Diana Gabaldon – only read about 2/3 of this book. Didn’t like it at all
The Anansi Boys by Neil Gaiman
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon
The Maltese Falcon by Dashiell Hammett
Holmes on the Range by Steve Hockensmith
Blood Trail by Tanya Huff
Blood Price by Tanya Huff
The Chronicles of Chestomanci – Volume I by Diana Wynne Jones
From the Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler by E.L. Konigsburg
Phoenix and Ashes by Mercedes Lackey
The Gates of Sleep by Mercedes Lackey
Reserved for the Cat by Mercedes Lackey
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis
The Magician'
s Nephew by C.S. Lewis
Necroscope – The Touch by Brian Lumley
The Box of Delights by John Masefield
River of Gods by Ian McDonald
Fablehaven by Brandon Mull
His Majesty’s Dragon by Naomi Novik
Throne of Jade by Naomi Novik
Black Powder War by Naomi Novik
Empire of Ivory by Naomi Novik
Eragon by Christopher Paolini
Eldest by Christopher Paolini
Clockwork by Philip Pullman.
Magyk – Septimus Heap Book One by Angie Sage
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Flyte – Septimus Heap Book Two by Angie Sage
Physik – Septimus Heap Book Three by Angie Sage
The Amulet of Samarkand by Jonathan Stroud
The Golem’s Eye by Jonathan Stroud
Ptolemy’s Gate by Jonathan Stroud
The Dragons of Babel by Michael Swanwick
The Thief by Mega Whalen Turner
Farthing by Jo Walton
The Fort At River'
s Bend by Jack Whyte
The Sorcerer: Metamorphosis by Jack Whyte
The Lance Thrower by Jack Whyte
I just started Blood Engines by T.A. Pratt
TV
I’m still watching it too much. I have little idea what has come
and gone since last time. I’m still watching Lost, Stargate
Alantis, Stargate (until it ended), Dr. Who, Supernatural,
Smallville, New Amsterdam, Medium, Ghost Whisperer,
Monk, Psych, Dexter, Breaking Bad, Torchwood, Hex, My
Name Is Earl, Eli Stone, Pushing Daisies, Bionic Woman (until
it died), Jericho, Heroes, Life, The Big Bang Theory, Numb3rs,
Moonlight, Burn Notice, the 4400, House, Battlestar Galactica,
Knight Rider, Flash Gordon, The Dresden Files, Robin Hood
(BBCA), The Sarah Jane Adventures and many more that I
can’t remember right now. I occasionally watch Wire in the
Blood and MI-5. I’m still watching boxing. Tonight Bernard
Hopkins versus Joe Calzaghe. Now wouldn’t that have been
fun if Corflu and this fight, which also takes place in Las Vegas
were on the same weekend instead of a week apart. Admittedly
I wasn’t going to pay the thousands of dollars that it cost for a
ringside seat but it would have been tempting to pay some hundreds for some other seat farther away.
Ah, but ringside, wouldn’t that be something. Well, I’ll watch it on tv tonight.
The Dogs that share(d) our house
On February 18, 2004, Doug, 15 years old, who had liver and kidney failure was put to sleep at 9:35
AM.
On Septmber 25, 2004 we picked up a ~6 month old puppy. On the web he was named Moe. At the
foster home they called him Larry. We call him Buku. He'
s a mix of things but looks like a small
catahoula. He has siblings that look like black labs, others that have definite spaniel leanings. We’re
using April 12, 2004 as his date of birth. He'
s okay.
On December 16th, 2006, Kelly, 7 years old (born in March, 1999), who had liver failure was put to
sleep at 1:32 PM.
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Although it is very nice to have Buku around it still is pretty sad thinking about Doug and Kelly. We
definitely don’t understand why Kelly died so young. This was during the time of all the problems
with things added to dog food but Buku, who was eating the same food, didn’t get sick. Very odd.
FANDOM
First a note on a fan I met when I first started in fandom.
Dorothy Jones – September 20, 2005
In 2005 again I sent a Christmas card to Dorothy Jones. I never met Dorothy in person but we had
corresponded intermittently via snail mail since probably 1969 or 1970. I met her through the N3F, the
National Fantasy Fan Federation. If memory serves correctly she was on the Welcommittee and she
sent me a letter welcoming me to the N3F. Her letters were always enjoyable and interesting. I wish I
would have taken the effort to drive to see her. Unfortunately this year in response to my Christmas
card I received a card from someone else with the note, "Just a note to let you know that Dorothy Jones
passed away on Sept 20th at her home and in her sleep." It was very nice of this person, who is the
executor, to respond to my Christmas card. Dorothy Jones will be missed.
I could put in notes on Corflu and Potlatch.
February 20th, 2005 - Hunter Thompson found
dead at home from suicide
CORFLU Titanium- Feb 25, 2005
I leave for Corflu and on the way I listen to an
entertaining CD bySharon Jones and the DapKings called "Naturally". Seems strange since
the inside cover says it is Soul and you know
what, it sure sounds that way. What'
s this kind
of music doing in 2005? Odd but sounds good
nevertheless, a little Motown, a little Phil
Spectre (says Patty as we drive along).
Hm, oh yeah, the convention, gee, I know a lot
of these people. I'
ve come to a conclusion that I
know a lot of people but I really don'
t know
that many people well. That is, I may have
known people by sight or by name for 10 or 20
years but I really don'
t talk to people that much.
Oh, there are a few. I talked to Wm Breiding, Rich Coad, Jay Kinney and John Bartelt for an extended
period of time but, for the most part I just don'
t advance on people and start talking. I talked to a few
other people too but not for more than five or ten minutes. My conversational abilities have just never
been that great. I can'
t say that I feel greatly deprived. It'
s just the way it is. And if you'
re reading this
and say, gee, I feel this urge to rectify this situation, uh, don'
t worry about it.I'
ll just feel ill at ease.
Although I must admit that I doubt that anyone will feel that urge. The energy for me to do that just
isn'
t there.
Anyway, I enjoyed the Native panel and the opening ceremonies. I know it is a lot of work to set up
and everyone has their own way of doing things.
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Enjoyed a good meal with Wm Breiding, Jay Kinney and Patty. There'
s an Indian restaurant called
Kaleva at 35 6th St. It is vegetarian. I'
d never been there before but the review I read sounded very
promising. It was very good and not expensive. They did say they preferred cash when we finally paid.
I failed to ask whether that meant they definitely didn'
t take credit cards or not. Nevertheless, I highly
recommend it! They'
ve been open since October of last year and still need to develop a big clientele.
We left the convention after the opening ceremonies. It was probably the longest we'
ve left Buku
outside. Sure, he was with Kelly but . . . Now tomorrow I have to see what holes he may have dug or
whatever else may have satisfied his boredom.
On the way home listened to "Wicked Twisted Road" by Reckless Kelly. I think I enjoyed it but need
to listen to it again to really be sure. However I do really like the little die that is in the CD case.
Got home in time to watch Numb3rs. Hopefully have on tape, Stargate, Stargate Atlantis,Andromeda,
Battlestar Galactica and Joan of Arcadia. Will hopefully also catch the Monk episode later in the week.
Day two – Another day for Corflu. I didn'
t head over until the afternoon, about 2:30 PM or so. Patty
had left earlier via BART. I was getting over there via automobile. It was an easy drive. On the way
over I listened to Thievery Corporation'
s "The Cosmic Game". Enjoyable, maybe a 3.5 out of 5. Some
dub, some dance, limited vocals, pleasant driving music.
Stopped at Calumet to get a new flash for my camera and a pack for the camera body and various
lenses that I have. Then on to Cafe Gratitude, a raw veg restaurant. I had an appetizer, "I am Kind", "a
rich sunflower seed and sun dried tomato pate with a touch of chipotle chili on a bed of mixed greens
accompanied by flax chips" and "I Am Charmed", "Organic Maghreb Mint green tea blend with spicy
notes of ginger, cardamom and other rare spices". Excellent food and drink, interesting customers and
the place was full at 3 PM. Finished there, quickly found a six-pack of diet coke at a nearby store and
on to the convention. Patty, via phone, pointed out that there was a free parking space directly across
from the hotel. Good parking space thanks to Patty!
Finally at the hotel I quickly went up to the room to attach the flash to the camera. I had missed the
morning and early afternoon programming. I got there in time for the auction and took a number of
pictures, doing battle with cameras with Wm B. It was interesting to see Allyn Cadogan and Karl. One
hopes someone will provide actual information about the earlier panels and auction. I wasn'
t really
paying much attention to the auction itself.
After the auction, we went to dinner, first thought Indian but then it changed to the hotel restaurant.
Their vegetarian lasagna was okay but not great. We had quite a large group, about 10 or so. Bill
Kostura decided he should leave early due to the laryngitis which he has had for a month. Too bad
Rich Coad, Stacy Scott, Lynn Kuehl and Cheryl Cline couldn'
t have been at our table too. Pat Virzi
tells us entertaining stories about her interesting relatives living in a plastics factory and much more.
Bob Webber added bits and pieces. Conversations continued on one side with Allyn, Karl & P. From
the other side came conversations with Freddie Baer, Jeanne Bowman (something about her children
still living at home), Colin Hinz, Janice Morningstar, Wm B and DS Black.
Finally we got to deal with the hotel'
s strange way of handling the 20% off the entrees, which was just
a bit confusing.
At that point I decided I had better go to the room, get my camera and head home to let in the dogs.
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The drive home was pleasant with a lovely white and yellow waning moon low on the eastern horizon.
It had only turned full on Wednesday. It sprinkled a bit on the way through Oakland, while listening to
Paul Motian, Bill Frisell and Joe Lovano on "I Have The Room Above Her". It was enjoyable but
relatively quiet. At 9:30 PM or so I was back at home with the dogs rushing in as if they have been left
for an eternity instead of only about 7 hours.
I also returned to the bizarre headgear of
DeMarcus Corley (and the HBO
announcer says maybe he is a fan of
science fiction) as he prepares to fight
Miguel Cotto in Puerto Rico and hey,
what about that ring announcer, Michael
Buffer? I'
ve seen him innumerable times.
"Let'
s get ready to rumble!!!!" And yes, I
did think it was a premature stoppage.
Day Three - 10 AM Banquet? - Okay.
We get up, dressed and out of the house
earlier than almost any other Sunday in
the year. The dogs are not particularly
pleased. We won'
t be that long, really. At
least traffic into the city was light. We even get a parking space directly in front of the hotel. We check
our rented room. Patty heads downstairs. I put the new flash back onto the camera and I head down
also.
Talking (well, okay, really just mainly listening) and visiting with people at the banquet was enjoyable.
The speeches were enjoyable, including Murray Moore'
s 13 minute speech (Let'
s see, is that 10
minutes US, 13 minutes Canadian or do I have that backwards?). You can see faan award info here:
http://www.trufen.net/. I took some pictures. We shall see a) how badly they'
re framed b) how fuzzy
they are. Included in that is the fact that my batteries were low so I had to stop taking pictures earlier
than I might have desired but surely to the pleasure of some people there. I have known people who
become most perturbed whenever a camera was even pointed in their direction. My goodness. I must
admit to not being overly fond of having my picture taken for I am, at this juncture in my life (and
possibly at earlier junctures also) neither up to the handsomeness nor the quirkiness required in movies
and I am a bit shy (Oh Charlotte please) and embarrassed about having my picture taken. I do believe
this is a trait learned from my father ( may he rest comfortably wherever he may be now but I am quite
certain he would not do well in a quiet, peaceful, fluffy place ). However I believe I have finally
decided that people enjoy taking pictures, people like keeping memories, people like seeing faces of
people they know and possibly even like, another my goodness please. And if they desire to take my
picture then they must either not be so revolted by my physical appearance that they will lose said
buffet brunch or they enjoy seeing an occasional odd picture now and then. So, in the long run, acting
badly about the whole thing wins no points for anyone. Sure, taking too many pictures and being too in
people'
s face can be a real jerky thing to do but hey, in 100 years (assuming people are still around)
someone is going to find some entertainment or interest in looking at us just one more time. And a fatal
breach in the fabric of the universe will not have been caused by simply taking life in stride and being
friendly about the whole thing. And maybe some friends will feel good looking back at this thing and
remembering this person or that person and what a nice day it was.
Okay,after that sickeningly sweet monologue in which I decry other people'
s issues and totally ignore
my own, let us proceed. And no, I'
m not in a bad mood.
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We left shortly after the banquet and returned to let our dogs into the house, run madly to and fro in an
excited greeting frenzy and then, shortly afterwards, go to sleep. Of course, they could have slept
equally well outside but for reasons I don'
t totally fathom they sleep better inside and with us around.
I also very briefly talked to someone new, suggesting a couple of vegetarian restaurants I thought were
good and even got a new fanzine out of this conversation. Why, this type of intermittent reinforcement
might force me to talk to another new person sometime in the next year.
So, the day proceeds, I watched Battlestar Galactica and Joan of Arcadia which I taped from Friday
night, and, while awaiting a rerun of Monk and a new Carnivale I shall proceed to reading my four
Sunday newspapers (and, oh yeah, working on those photos I took).
Not a bad Sunday, all things considered.
Photos from the convention
http://www.amelor.com/fanpicts/corflu22/corflu22.html
POTLATCH – March 5, 2005 – Not your quotidian Potlatch
"quotidian, adj.
1. Everyday;commonplace: "There'
s nothing quite like a real . . . train conductor to add color to a
quotidian commute"(Anita Diamant).
2. Recurring daily. Used especially of attacks of malaria."
YourDictionary.com
I drive into the city after finishing a few cups of coffee and reading the morning newspaper. Little did I
know that I had timed my trip just right. Several cranes bound for the Oakland port had just passed
under the Bay Bridge. Both directions of traffic had been stopped while this occurred. Traffic was
backed up for miles and there I sat. Eventually I paid my $3 and crossed over the bridge. I reached 9th
street, went to Market and circled, and circled, and circled. The lot where I had intended to park,
which had had an attendant the weekend before, was now closed with the parking lot obviously in the
midst of being destroyed. Joy. I eventually decide to return to the lot which has a machine to pay for
the privilege of parking. I know I have 20'
s but hope for the best. I park, I attempt to put in a 20.
Nothing. I turn it around. Insert again. Nothing. The machine says I can use a credit card. The two
coffees are craving my attention. I insert my credit card. Unable to read card it says. I insert again,
nothing. I try two more cards, nothing. I change the direction of insertion, nothing. The coffee is
beyond craving and is becoming irritatingly demanding. I decide to try a $20 one more time. It takes it.
I thank the bladder gods. I grab the parking receipt and the 14 one dollar coins the machine has
deposited into its receptacle. I walk quickly to the car, grab the camera bag and walk in an almost
composed manner and as quickly as is seemly to the hotel. Restroom, restroom, restroom,
ahhhhhhhhhh.
I return to the lobby. I see Cheryl and Mog. They'
re just sitting there, watching people race left and
race right, calmly amidst who knows what. I ask where registration is, they indicate the Mezzanine. I
proceed upstairs, register and take a bunch of pictures. The panel I happen upon is "Better Fiction
Through Chemistry" but it is close to over unfortunately. I had hoped to listen in and ask questions
about the use of Salvia Divinorum. Oh well, another day. I proceed down the stairs where the speech is
taking place. My cell phone rings. Very entertaining considering the panel is still going on and I'
d
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shoved it deep into the camera case. It takes what seems like many minutes to find and eventually
answer. I am unacceptably rude, both to the audience attempting to listen and to the person who called
me. Alas. I am a horrible person. I take more pictures. I do find or am found by Mark Plummer who
hands me a Banana Wings (Many, many thanks!) He indicates he finally figured out who I was at the
banquet at Corflu, went upstairs to get a copy and returned to find me gone. Fortunately, he found me
today. Claire Brialey also arrives. I take more pictures. They say they'
ve had a grand time at Spike and
Tom'
s and there have been gatherings and parties and restaurant trips. Hm. Unfortunately we have
missed all of them. Another day.
I go upstairs, check out the dealer'
s room, talk to people, take more pictures. There is Mog and Cheryl.
They have majestically risen, still sitting, from the first to the second floor, still sitting, still watching.
They must have powers beyond human reckoning. No doubt. I take more pictures
I return downstairs to the next panel, "Transrealism and the Ghost of Philip K. Dick, or, Everyday Life
is Science Fiction". Interesting authors but the panel has settled on a word of the day, quotidian. It
infests the audience. Questions are asked featuring the word. Lenny Bruce was persecuted for words
which are used in daily life. This word is not. Persecution should have occurred here. Police should
have come in, handcuffs at the ready, hands bound behind the offenders and they are led out, heads
bowed.
Again and again the word is used. It is insidious. Again and again the scourge of quotidian is laid upon
the backs of Rich and I as we sit in the last row. The pain. The agony.
Finally the panel ends.
I take more pictures.
I head to the party suite. My thirst again
must be slaked. I find a diet coke. I
return to the lower levels of the hotel
and proceed to the Tiptree Bake sale and
buy several cookies. Donya, being
unfamiliar with the coins of the realm,
berates me soundly for attempting to
slight the fund with lesser coinage. It is
not so, I beg. These are dollar coins, not
quarters. Oh, she replies, and allows me
to partake of the food offerings. (Please
note, she is a nice person. I am taking
artistic license. Well, an attempt at
artistic license.)
I talk, sparingly, and take more pictures.
One of these days I surely must learn the
art of conversation. Of course, those days are numbered and decreasing. It will probably not come to
pass, alas. I will never master the art of idle banter, of witty repartee. I will never be invited to those
special tables in the bar where people take part in their soirees and delightful witticisms.
Rich offers to buy me a beer in the bar and I acquiesce. We sit, we talk (my side, of course, haltingly,
sporadically) while Rich, witty and erudite, holds up more than his fair share. He eyes the other table,
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the soiree (remember?) and thinks to himself, I could be there. (okay, maybe he doesn'
t but I'
m trying
to make this livelier so someone might actually add comment on it.). He buys the first round. I buy the
second. I repair again to the lavatory. ( is that right? how does one repair to thelavatory?). I must go. (
okay, I feel the urge to depart because my entire stock of conversational oddities has been used up and
I'
ve become weary of taking pictures and carrying the huge, heavy camera,(which I hold, endearingly,
with love and caring)). I return to my car. I head to the East Bay. I'
m at 150th. Now the beer sends
urgent messages to my brain. Messages initially slight but ever growing. We must depart, we must
leave this body. The exorcism proceeds. Fine, fine. Memories of Larry Rehse demanding to be pulled
to the side of the freeway on the way to band practice enter my brain. They will never leave the living
mind, the gestalt, of certain Bay Area fans. There he is, Larry, demanding us to stop in the middle of
traffic. The bladder gods demand sacrifice. Okay, okay. I find a 7-11. Staff only, sir. No one else
allowed. Aaarrrghh, the pressure builds. I proceed, oh, there'
s a sports bar, yes, yes. I pull in. I walk in.
I note the crowd is somewhat rowdier and different than my run of the mill neighborhood bar. It
matters not. There is but one thing that demands satisfaction. Yes, the restroom beckons. (Yeah, yeah,
stupid junior high humor, but if you'
re male, particularly an older male, if you cannot relate, you live in
another world. This is, indeed, the quotidian world in which we reside) Relieved I return to the car and
home.
Of course, the gods are not smiling on me. Traffic slows. There is no reason. 5 or 6 motorcyclists have
pulled to the side of the road. There is no accident. There is no body. Nevertheless people must slow
and see what is at hand. "Mabel, Mabel, it'
s a motorcycle gang. What are they doing? Surely they are
Satanists. Do you see the dead baby they are about to sacrifice. Mabel, Mabel. Speak to me. What evil
are they doing there? "Oh well, traffic finally returns to an almost reasonable speed and, at last, I am
home.
At least I was able to listen to the entire "Shangri-La" album by Mark Knopfler, which was enjoyable.
Then, onto "the Pearl" by Harold Budd and Brian Eno. It would have been soothing had not the
bladder gods been banging at the stupid door.
Anyway, I had a decently good time during the part of one day I spent at Potlatch. Hopefully later
tonight I'
ll post some almost-in-focus photos.
Potlatch photos:
http://www.amelor.com/fanpicts/potlatch14/potlatch14.html
SIDE EXCURSIONS
New Mexico – August 22-25, 2003
I went to New Mexico in August of 2003. Roswell was fun but I found no aliens. There were some
great lightning storms as I drove around the state. Ruidoso was marvelous. I visited Lincoln, the town
where Billy the Kid became famous and White Sands, both the park and where they had all the
missiles. The Very Large Array was quite something to see and Hatch was fun. I’d like to go there
during harvest time. You can see my complete report with photos here:
http://www.amelor.com/travels/roswell/new_mex2.html
Yosemite - September 23-25, 2005
We went to Yosemite and rented a cabin with Rich and Stacy. We even brought the dogs although
unfortunately I didn'
t get any photos of the dogs in the park. Usually holding the dogs and taking
photos is mutually exclusive or at least very difficult. We even watched Threshold on Friday and Rich
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and I watched Wladimir Klitchko versus Samuel Peter on Saturday night. We had a good time. The
weather was great. The dogs behaved. Here are some photos from Yosemite.
http://www.amelor.com/travels/yosemite_092505/base0.html
Dalai Lama – November 2005
Went to see the Dalai Lama with Spike and 6 other people (all in her Yoga class, I think). The event
was in the Maples Pavilion, which is a basketball stadium (I guess that'
s what you call it), at Stanford
and was sold out. It was called a Meditation Teaching Event although the meditation was only about
five minutes long. He talked about compassion and negative and positive emotions and a bunch of
other stuff. There was also a question and answer.
The only bad part about it was getting up shortly before 5 am to get over there to meet them and get to
Stanford before 7:30 to wait until 9:30 when the event actually started. The bleacher seats in the upper
area are not particularly comfortable. It didn'
t help that I didn'
t go to bed until after 11 last night and
didn'
t sleep at all well such that my eyes are complaining to me as I type this.
Still worth it though. Thanks to Spike for telling me about the event!
Fireworks - July 2006
I helped set up the firework display in San Ramon. I didn'
t ask how much the whole thing cost but
there were about 1200 shells, ranging from 3 inch to 8 inch in diameter and the display lasted 19 to 20
minutes. It took 12 to 20 people (I didn'
t count) about 12 hours over two days to set up and that doesn'
t
include the pre-planning to determine shells used, order of shells, in other words the design of the
display and under two hours to take things apart and load the truck. There was still sand left over but
the city of San Ramon was supposed to come in and clean that up, I believe. Terry Floyd helped too.
VEGETARIANISM
I still am an ova lacto vegetarian. At the end of this year, it will be ten years. Please keep in mind, you
can still eat junk vegetarian food and either not lose weight or gain weight. One of these days I really
need to start eating less and cut all the junk food. I did stop drinking sodas, except for maybe once
every couple of months.
WICCA
I'
m still doing that Gardnerian thing. I was in one coven for
quite some time and had my 3* (aka third degree) elevation.
Ah, here are the dates, for those interested.
First Degree Initiation: 31 August 2001
Second Degree Elevation: 18 May 2004
Third Degree Elevation: 15 February 2006
For some of that time I was in another coven and I enjoyed it a lot but the HPS in the other coven said
that she preferred that I choose. She didn'
t like me having divided loyalties/time/whatever. I found it
entertaining that the other HPS through which I had my initiation and my elevations never presented
me with that ultimatum. So, fine, I quit the second coven. I liked everyone in it. I liked getting
together with the people but I really don'
t like ultimatums. It was interesting because shortly after that
the HP, the HPS and one coven member decided to move to Brittany (France, you know). Of course
this involved the HP and HPS getting divorces from their spouses. Also the HPS decided she couldn'
t
take her dog with her and asked that it be put down. This really bothered me. Her sister took it for a
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while after she left but it was a pit bull and it just didn'
t get along with her dogs at all. Finally it was
put down but that part, for me, was the most depressing part. Anyway, another male in the coven also
left and moved to a distant corner of the US. So it was down to three people remaining. They still got
together but there was no male. One member was to be elevated to her third and the person who had
moved to the distant part of the US said he would come back to do the elevation. When it came time
to do so, he said he couldn'
t make the agreed upon date so I was asked if I would do the elevation. I
did it and after that I worked more with the second group. Finally, with no ultimatums or anything
even close I finally decided to leave the first group and be the HP for the second group. Still there is
just me and the three women but it hasn'
t been that long. We talk about adding people but that is still a
little way in the future. Meanwhile in the first group that I left, one member, on his second attempt,
succeeded in committing suicide. That was certainly no fun, particularly for his girl friend that found
him. It was New Year'
s eve so on January 1, 2008 she walked in to find him. He had left notes had
actually apologized to those who had to deal with his body. So strange. So sad.
Meanwhile there has been more activity in the Gardnerian community in the Bay Area, with more
gatherings and such. It is interesting to meet all these people. One group of people even put together a
very complete and well-researched Gardnerian BOS (Book of Shadows) on CD-ROM, with much
extra material. It was only given to 3* and they were to disseminate it to 1* and 2* in their groups in
an appropriate manner. The whole book is in pdf and was originally intended to be 666 pages (for
humorous reasons, folks, humorous reasons) but wound up being a few pages beyond that.
There were a few other things in which I participated. In August, 2005 I attended a handfasting. It
was the first handfasting I'
ve attended. I’ve helped with the yearly Pagan Alliance Festival which is a
small parade and festival in Berkeley.
Pagan Alliance Festival
http://thepaganalliance.org/
THIS ISSUE
So this issue is full of poetry. Sorry for
those people out there who aren'
t that
fond of poetry. I did ask for some
articles from a few people. Herein you
will see the results of those requests.
Nada, nichts, nothing. I'
m not bitter.
Obviously there is a distinct lack of
places for poetry to be published. I did
get quite a few good LoCs, IMHO, and
lots of good artwork too.
One last words before I proceed, Sean
Russell Friend'
s poem "Particles in
Motion," from SKUG 16, was
nominated for the 27th-Annual
Rhysling
Poetry
Awards
(see
www.sfpoetry.com).
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A LOVE GHOST
Walking down Spring Street with the haunt
of an old, early love -- -ah -- -memory transcribes the moments,
tho now,
so many far years
later
it is all of it
so much a “world of if”
but I swear I will never fail
to remember.
- Billy Wolfenbarger
Neosho, Missouri
June 14th, 1987

CHICAGO WINDOW: HYDE PARK
Up to the 3rd floor
and it began to rain
birds flew for cover
from their oaks
on the ledge, a squirrel
dipping to drink,
then chews an unseen food
& sees me, then
goes away
across the street
people run thru the rain,
pools collect in the tennis court
as I watch
eagerly
for some golden-winged Muse
to ravish my soul,
to fill me, fill me.
- Billy Wolfenbarger
Chicago, Illinois
June 8th, 1987
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OLD SONG
Endless song of the planets
Zipping thru space & time
Wave after wave moonlight
Echoing in the river.
Weeks ago moments after dusk
Yellowishred ball big
As a 50¢ piece (no star or planet,
No NASA satellite) suspended
In sky-darkening outer space,
& moved off southwest & grew smaller
Until it vanished. Haven’t seen
A real UFO in years.
Put an end to fears
But keep your wonder
Gleaming the starfields,
Listen to the bass tones
Of dark matter, dark energy
Echoing back redoubled, tripled
As rippling back, ever-back & forward
Wave upon endless wave
Until the song is finally sung
Moonlight across the spacewaves
Harmony-blessed, o ancient
Fusion of space & time
Eternity awake of the cosmos.
Billy Wolfenbarger
Eugene, Oregon
August 10th, 2004

INFINITY PATH
On the path among stones
eventual wearing down of pilgrim feet
casual breakage
Thru secret gorges
rivers run their songs
singer of the secret spaces
A hot dry phantom wind
abandoned hiway
echo of silence, infinity.
Billy Wolfenbarger
Springfield, Oregon
29th December, 2003
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LOVE SONG FOR YOU AND RED ROSES
Color of blood
your cheeks & you
so delicate
so fragile & brilliant
green eyes
holding
a red rose, plucked
with a long stem,
taken
from a stranger’s
garden. But you
didn’t care,
your affinity was so
natural, so organically
human
the entire situation
breeched a beatific
anarchy,
your thoughts off
into that red rose
World,
and I had to take
your other hand
and flee.
Billy Wolfenbarger
1978
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IMAGES FOR ANGIE
Gardens profuse with loving –
flowers
feeding the future
the rains feed them
us
flowers in garden birth
what histories your eyes
know?
do they film with dreams?
to what runic
jazz
do we listen?
rivers with songs,
verses
with blood & the eternity
beyond blood
haunt
the very air
our karma has
wings
to fly home,
to move skin to skin,
dreaming
of our lost poetry
Bill Wolfenbarger
1978
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RECOVER UNDER THE NOON OF ALPHATEL
Blast of noon where deepest
shadows disappear!
Somewhere behind me the ocean’s
whispering roar!
City sidewalk café where I’m
munching crackers & sipping hot
coffeewine.
And I stroll the narrow streets
anonymously, glad,
Faces don’t challenge me anymore,
for I know I can be
invisible among them any
time & place given.
And at night I dream of noons
where I repast,
sidewalk café
listening to the noon ocean
and watching a sea of faces
coming in, going away,
where the only shadow I cast
is my own, where even it
can be made invisible.
Billy Wolfenbarger
Springfield/Glenwood/Eugene,
Oregon
April 2nd, 2004
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STONED AGAIN, GET BACK TO ETERNITY
Adventuring the day
(& the later night to come)
(if all goes well with the cosmos)
went outside for the royal sunlight on my head
blue skyways bluest as in phantasy
Soon to follow an unknown path
not yet made, a trek of discovery
leading to riffs of whatever jazz
Look around at eternity
the infinite moment always
no matter what
conditions are always ripe
o infinity, i know you by many names
sunlight in my brains
Tell me what you see
where we all belong
where we have never left
but all too often forget
exactly where we are
with our stardust and sunlight
splashes in an old consciousness
until the next micromoment
before we remember everything
all over again
in these tides of Spring
Billy Wolfenbarger
Springfield, Oregon
April 9th, 2004
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TO AN AGING POET
branches bending
in winter’s weight
mist/fog hovers
in a silken light
time passages
one breath to another
messages hover
one to another breath
mind’s breath
rising and falling
accumulation of all
things
afternoons bending
headless of space & time
the ancient fantasies
rise up again & again
thrilling flashes
merging spacetimeNow
afternoons bending
rise up like the ghosted dead
afternoons bending into
a silken light
glance at the rows
of published works
no matter you aren’t
young any more in body
keeps happening
keeps bending light
it’s ok, it’s
all ok
as long as space & time lives
the future is infinite
eternity muse glaze & drift
like milk in the Milky way
you’ve seen & felt these things
so many times
the patterns reborn
every time
silkworms and shadows
a long slow kiss in the rain
dreams of blackest velvet
moving warmly in my hands
lost corners and spider whispers
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under a grinning moon
the hunger of stars
for lost light
all gone one autumn
when I needed them most
the pages rolling back
like the calendar years
watch Mars in its orbit
while it’s still here
while it all lasts
while we’re here
knowing it’ll still be
with us in eternity.
Billy Wolfenbarger
Eugene, Oregon
March 2nd, 2004
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THE TRANSMUTATIONS
By Billy Wolfenbarger
Depressed, Hillyer ventured a walk from the bike path down to the riverbank, leaving all the lures of
the city behind him. Within a minute or two the background of distant traffic from River Road
transmuted into a continual layer of surf, as though he stood on an ocean shoreline. A breeze washed
leaves of oak, maple, cherry blossom, and in the farther distance pine. He saw down on an oak stump,
watching the river five yards away; it was somewhere over two hundred yards across. Under the shade
of a leaning maple, it’s shadows leaned to the absolute brink of the water.
It was wonderful here already: quiet, peaceful, and Hillyer was quite alone. He glanced up as a lone
raven shot across the sky above the river. There used to be a blue heron in these parts, and he
wondered what had happened. As he returned his sight to the river the wind blew a long kiss across
his face.
Something special was happening here. We closed city weary eyes and went into a daydream:
Muttering echoes from lost worlds, lost space and lost time departures and arrivals were weathering
infinity. Autumn/Winter sunlights on leaves & rain from river reflections and the feeling of the
transference of all these things into the infinity of eternity. Not least of all the colors of the leaves, in a
misting rainfall, “reflected” the colors in the sky. And when the skyway fills up – the most royally
impossible blue has been invisibly spread horizon to horizon beyond any and all oblique oblivions.
And now the entire vault of sky was turning all the metals and neons into a fresh brightness gold, a
dawn gold; the alchemic fires were burning brightly.
Hillyer opened his eyes: wide. Only himself and trees, rocks, water, the woods, the afternoon sky.
He’d been in over his head with stress and a primal kiss of wind across him blew it all away. The
cosmology of the sky afternoon when he’d shut his eyes misted rain and turned the leaves –
Again he closed his eyes and saw only blackness.
But something was lifting from his shoulders, from his mind and heart and soul. It all combined and
lifted from out the top of his head. And as it lifted off the singing of birds, when his eyes reopened,
came from places above, behind and below him. Hillyer wished for a moment or two he’d brightly
brought a bottle of wine. I should have been a poet or an artist, he told himself. Only the creative arts
could bring it all together like this, but it wasn’t Man, it was Nature happening.
A leaf of pure gold drifted from a tree or the sky directly in front of his face. He stood up and
stretched, but there were no more falling of leaves.
He walked around for a little while, watching the flowing river and picking up at odd intervals a rock
or fallen tree branch to examine, discovering the individual uniqueness. The earth itself under his
shoes felt wonderful, somehow refreshed. And so with the company of a song of birds unseen he
strolled around, living for this time being in the real world as it was presented to him, reveling in the
great sacraments of birdsong and sun and wind and water and trees and the actual literal ground, and
the actual literal sky with the golden orb of the sun’s light now on the decline. Then it would be dusk,
then would fall the darkness.
When Hillyer roused himself from a nap dreamless, he was sitting on his oak stump as though it were a
throne, and dusk had already fallen, and a wind blew gently across his face and blew fallen leaves
against him and against maple tree and blew gently upon the current of the river. Clouds in the dusk
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were packing the sky. The fantastical sky-hues deepened. What thin trace of the full moon remaining
touched across the river and the trees. Then even that was wiped away; engulfed by the larger deeper
clouds from all possible directions, all destinies. It was as if a whole world had come and gone;
oblivion within a dream’s eyeblink without dreaming. Engulfed, enshrouded. Lights out. But Hillyer
had been there to witness the transmutations.
Billy Wolfenbarger
Springfield, Oregon
27th December, 2003
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ICARUS LEGION DECADE ONE REPORT
“Greater than the God who creates is the God
Who knows when to pause”
Lord Jacobowitz
they I won’t dignify with giving name
use seems minielectronic maybe by now nano
control weaponry we being defense of what
is best of species against onrushing of
dehumanization leave in place primitive base
brain needed to operate autonomic nervous
systems don’t want to damage flight skills
too much thought but alongside as higher
decision process you might call in old
freudismus terms ego superego bred skull bit
larger to fit in and human as it were pilot
brain bit smaller but still truly one of us
oh beauty beyond compare that battle dance
as swallows hawking air currents of an edge
across such sunset sky statistics proving
just what common sense what truth of species
capability must demand edge in odds enough
worth betting on so we do we do them us and
now best of all we have true neutral eyes
to watch keep score come from who knows cares
where so long’s they do not spell the fun is
surely harming no-one and soon we’re promised
they’ll save rehome higher human thought-machine of flesh when bird companion weapon
platform dies which doesn’t hurt at all and
our psychologists are sure not one will die
of grief at losing first host twin lower
brain or certainly much less than proud heroes
die in combat high so high still singing flying
steve sneyd

MISSION STATEMENT
comes bringing occult
into daylight world promise
on t-shirt sprouts gold
hair will show what nothingness
made of rides Schrodinger’s cat
steve sneyd
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MISTAKING THE NATURE OF THE POSTHUMAN
pick one
contrafact as
e.g. how this new world
our thoughts solid thunkbeasts we selves
thin air
tell Zorr
tell me tell you
self you do not care we
got to watch horrids in you lurch
raw pink
is fine
we can’t see you
not see us react to
what comes from your head from ours now
they mix
now this
is bad is hard
to take our thoughts make flesh
make mate make fight make food make gods
from us
here this
is world we best
get off quick but much too
late is from you from me all heads
new crew
is one
now all shape as
you would fear or me worst
perfect monster beautiful vile
takes ship
is best
unseen no clue
to where we are so long
as more sense than to think we stay
with wind
ifwhen
next comes will find
invisible all none
welcomes laughs what they show they think
goes Home
steve sneyd
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MUST BE MORE TO ALL THIS THAN MEETS THE EYE
over the entry to the mega cryo-hold
someone kulturniye before launch ‘d
affixed permplas inscription words of
Baudelaire “I have enough memories
to last a thousand years” half through
voyage to what aimed to be New Earth
some anon wit of 15th generation of
stay-awake tribe of crew’d graffitied
“but who’ll want to hear ‘em when
our far descendants wake you up to
clutter up that eden-to-be which if
they think like me they’ll never
anyhow bother to arouse you to clutter
with some dull attempt to make like
what we’re supposed still to go on
calling Home.” . . . above, below, around
scorch-scarmarks showed where battle’d
been much later on between those of
Crew Nation still favoured duty call
shd keep those myriads ice-cocooned
safe to arrival time and those said
resource to use change diet or warm
beds or get work done and anyhow gods
of star masses overdue for sacrifice
a split decision outcome, seems, for
when we boarded, rounded up what few
scrawny tribesmen lurked sprawl of
filth, beyond that door a rough-made
floor-to-ceiling barrier beyond where
bones piled, and in there, still safe
and cold as autosystems kept ‘em,
or so of intended colonists, tanks
all neatly labeled who age sex
where on Old Earth origin occupation
code number the lot and here’s one
of interest to me professionally is
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labeled Official Poet is Chronicle
Foundation of New Earth is parallel
to my job record as epic our quest now
part at least success to find what
happened to this settlement ship time
to wake him personally find what
to quote cliché came safe down even
to us he has to say to a fellow
poet a thousand years hence see how
long it takes if characteristics
same back then as now of such of
poets to put knives in each other’s backs
steve sneyd

SHE FROM LAST MARS
caught us in still
ex-ocean eye wasting
no tear
dust-whirl woman
of crew hid in saw through her us
drowning
after no trace
only now new shit brought
blown scrap
will stop nothing
only make nights less easy those
thighs wind
whisper only
warmed our damn empty see
it through
steve sneyd
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SCRATCHING THE LIST
“better look for hot water under cold ice
than look for grace at a graceless face”
the ballad has Armstrong of Gilnockie
say that fingering the gold
targets that is to say lucky charm hung round
the hat that made the king who dooms him
envy him far more than all
his wild cross-border surging
and here under these other stars
we sit pretending to be still human
dragging up these bits and bats
out of lost rocky islands or wherever
those dead names strutted to pass
the moments round our campfire till
the message arrives from Centre
with the answer to this question
we sent back so long ago
what do we do with this one
the burner of oceans
the unmaker of crustaceans
clever as us and kinder tho
in general and looking at it in
the round mass killer whose mistake
mainly basically getting down to the
basics was he
it whatever you call a
half man half robot spawned
so cleverly using parsecs-old frozen
sperm implanted in the ship’s cat’s womb
was he stopped working for Manking and
began until we caught him
going for a song
steve sneyd
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SURPRISINGLY HARD TO HATE THE CAUSE
you wake happy so
real the reunion it
must have been true must
in seconds of course feeling
empty idiot you know
is false too late already
alien has filled
sample bottle calls in your
tongue some invisible trap
for emotion in
your mind comes sense of triumph
stronger better than
sat in sun outside Green what
Dragon pleasantly weary
good walk complete this
is vintage this is lost one
regained pure human
hope delusion it will make
fortune you sense it selling
all round its worlds where
whatever they do by way
of laughter-substitute scarce
no more dreams for you
your use is ended no point
pleading for her back
steve sneyd

THEY SAY ALL OUR TELEPATHS ARE VOLUNTEERS
them it in our minds
all time even not switched on
try reverse get in
what it they have think in go
find bloodburst scream our old war
steve sneyd
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THE MAKERS HAVING GUARANTEED A RADICAL MINIMALISM
how naughtily human now
my beautiful biobot
cries whispers is despair
exacerbated by revving
cars outside says awed how
only perfect circle is the eye worries
awake forever says by radiation underground
of foolisher generations seeping up to
get cries again for last cormorants
inland now fished-out seas won’t feed
drools playing over and over remix of
“Mercy Mercy Me” verges on vomit
tainted smoke of barbecue some fool’s
put plastic in among rubbish fuel rushes
madly to shut windows at smoke plummeting
cries again says keeps awake lines how
“Genghiz Khan could not keep..
all his kings supplied with sleep” it is
is a wonder begs pleads I should ride
her high worst is more
human gets less I can
live up to it freezing as to ice
a sulk of mindless silence
before came from caves from trees
before was made by vats
unsocialized I fear
begin to hate
what has been made to ask to need too
much of me who saw first conscious thing and
thought parent to admire imprinted
instantly as blackbird on car or
caralarm noise or visual symbol
of lightningkilled oakdead cows all round
no predators will eat such lightningkill
whatever thinks is what it is
its source of being
first remembering dead as a toad
wonderful vat machine as starburst polished gleam
such motherfather she couldshould havebeenstill be
only to how find selfswitch to speak to say
“despeak turn back cease becoming cease
being a being becoming ten times alives as me.”
is even farpast can send back
alive in the fine print
change even blamed on me too late
either of us now the other
unlifed murder legally
cruel all of it I call it more yet
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more unending inhumanity
steve sneyd

THE NEED TO AVOID CREATING AN UNDERCLASS
odd not red hair
no white eyes strange
but is wrong take
note such difference is
you out of date
again minor such sheathed
cat claws cosmetic feature
human is as brain
as personality not shape
don’t forget again or
will punish will whip
empathy electronic whip back
in reinforce treatment or
is just envy/lust makes
you notice huge blank
eyes turn as searchlights
on you instant you
see dirty old self
ant in her 360 realms
of puresight thrown back
too small to notice
any longer wish harsh
cure treatment on her
too why must always
be oneway street only
dull pastpeople as self
have to fully welcome
accept change then when
incident pushed back of
mind in next storerealm
glanced up surveillance screen
just to see what
saw through those whiteeyes
sees vast in same
old self now has
these eyes those eyes
slumps in restcorner shopping
baglike ah but go
go go is dancing
in-and-out of every head
for miles oh thank
you gift of god
of goddess and three
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monorails away she laughs
how mountains do next
head she jumps has
will for murder gets
much better gift her
claws this time unsheathed
steve sneyd

THOUGH PROMISED ALL WILL COME TRUE
the practicals of
half-machine as centaur such
haunt how love speed wind
in hair if is dubious
clockwork steam going to four hooves
Steve Sneyd
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A Joyful Welcome
A Happy Return
hurray
huzzah
she opens her
maw
ma

Take me mother
Chew me well
Light the candle
Ring the bell
I'
m sorry to say
We'
ve gone to
Quick they'
re coming
Do it fast
A feast for you
Shall you make it last?
Is it a leaving
Will it pass?
I think not
Can you say mass?
Join me now
It'
s dark down here.
comfy, warm
Don'
t shed a tear.
Another day will surely come
But not to worry
Our day is done.
Gary Mattingly
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Honor?
touching her
death came to stand
honor? he cried
walking alone
peaceful
others
beat them
violated
the world
is
Gary Mattingly

Moments
tenuous filaments
connecting
thin gauze
separating
not touching
feeling an embrace
that is not
so apart
so desirous
of
a touch
Gary Mattingly

Walking the dogs and watching the moon
Clear night sky, she glides above me
Shining silver in a dark blue sea
In her fullness, warm and loving
Holds me near, my mother'
s embrace.
Gary Mattingly
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With tender caress
your brow
my hand
your cheek
smooth, warm
A smile
eyes wide
embracing mine
Your fingers
touch
my neck'
s nape
I close my eyes
My heart
flies to yours
as one.
Gary Mattingly

Tender Retreat
In tender retreat
I stepped away
Her wishes
desires
were no longer
for me
An ache
an emptiness
entered my heart
spread
through my being
my self.
I would not break again
into her happiness
I did not wish
to shatter it
or me.
Alone.
again.
Gary Mattingly
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Until Next
Moon
Pushing into darkness
glow spreading
a brightness
covering us
engulfing us
reflecting down upon us
Thinking about that time
when the moon is full
and we are one
with her
with him
with each other
gathering together
gathering strength
focusing
straying
enjoying
laughing
seriously seeking secrets, souls,
wishes, desires,
bliss
blessedness
delight.
A vision of all
A vision of each
Listening
A bell
Seeing
Candles being lit
Smelling
Incense wafting outward
upward
Connecting
each of us
Fingers touching
Holding
Exploring
Feeling
Holding you
and you
and you
and her
and him
Minds, souls, bodies
Gentle winds caressing
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each other.
Lips like dew, wet, barely touching,
A moment stillness
A moment sliding downwards
We hold each other
We kiss
He enters us, warms us, her
She takes us in, engulfs us, him
They give to us
We give to them
To each other.
Gathering,
joy,
lights dim,
parting,
warmth,
until next
time
moon
gathering
love
Gary Mattingly

Why
the winds come
the winds die
movement
doesn'
t happen
stalled in a lack of motion
no thing
no will
momentary movement
stalling
again
no understanding
or maybe
no willingness to
see
why
the inner
seems empty
too frequently
Gary Mattingly
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Pinocchio Would Never Listen
Pinocchio would never listen
For his brain was knotty pine.
I told him not to take the job.
But, he swore that he’d be fine.
Dang’d if things didn’t go wrong.
With his life, the little fella paid.
Now, if you’re lookin’ for work,
There’s an opening with the fire brigade.
Daniel S. Irwin
Marissa, IL
Who Knocks Upon My Door
Who knocks upon my door this night
Causing startled reason to take flight?
What morbid horror lurks outside?
In terror, I cringe and behind chair hide
I start to shake in mortal fear.
Why has this vexer venture here?
“Oh cease your pounding and let me be!
Cursed creature, what will you of me!”
“It’s the living dead. We’re invited for tea.”
“What? Tuesday already? Well fiddle dee dee.”
Daniel S. Irwin
Marissa, IL
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Aphrodite
The dancing nymph is false:
The quadrant signature,
No waltz upon starlight,
Rancours in lurid human wonder.
Is this what we are here for,
This Chimera, miasma of sin?
We need the language of flowers.
John Tungay

Ascension
From mystic cave of womb
comes screaming life,
a boy, released from dark,
singing,
Flower awakening to sun,
ash, cloud and willow
in mute praise: raise,
drift and bend.
Through passing time
the life enlarges ~ grows
and ~ joy! ~ does see the sky
and drifting clouds
caught in magic
by their illuminated
lunge, plunge
and life-glow ~
but turns a final,
fickle human eye
to tint and taint
infused thinking ~
turns from waking flower,
ash and drifting cloud,
bent willow, to lie
among
the ranting ugliness of mind
and,
before he is dead,
die.
John Tungay
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Insight
He
Hearing the sound of the sun,
Perceiving the odour of music,
Himself mirrored in black brick,
Tasting the colour of dead leaves,
With hairy fingers
Cut his insect throat.
John Tungay

On Rustled Roof And Writhing Tile
The sickness:
Mother laugh and skin skewer,
Feeble moon and drift song,
Courage light and wire wrestled storm
A darkening net
Was drawn across my thought:
Traffic song and blistered road,
Neat yellow sun
A sick orb rising wild neat bright
Making tarmac music,
Wind and strangled sun.
Light is the invisible voice
Of the master maker,
King of musk,
Lord of paved racing blood leaf ~
And
On rustled roof and writhing tile,
The pulsing membrane of a god throat
Bends the stinking air,
Catches mucus floating,
Gleans the dog neon and the leafless tree fingers
To car roof shimmering with change,
Resolves my sickness
Lousy with eternal pollen song
John Tungay
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Polemic Scissor-Poem
Angry writers
behind a tinted lens
had hoped for age.
Change indicated,
stumps of growth grow weak
now that dormant hope is passed.
Ultimate refinement
is impossible;
impossible as epilogue
in stagnant decade.
Grey grief is born of lucid flux:
the ineffective prisoner
evolves the keys of fantasy.
Situation is entrenched,
ivory ability is unreadable.
The overturned messiah
aspires to be responsible –
all is academic
in an urgent spire.
John Tungay

Question And Answer
Whose choired scream
Soaks the cathedral universe
With pus and blossom?
I feel my trembling;
The impossible chant of exorcism
Flames among pale ghosts.
John Tungay
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Relativity
Mountain peak
Through sky halo
Dark tongue skyward
Toward heaven myth:
Cloud and mountain,
Man and woman, loving
Towards heaven myth
Become cherubim and seraphin
Till ring of cloud
Drifts from mountain peak
And mountain phallus stands firm
Beneath sky myth.
John Tungay

The Hands Of Time
In mists ~ in shrouds ~ thus, monkey-wise,
My peacock heart walks windward;
It twists, redmouthed, the buds to leaves ~
Shaded salamander of the bullrushring.
Biting hunger of the eight-day fast
Burns with the smoulder of a heart,
Smashed like pale china
By hammer-stroke of Adam’s grief.
Forbidden anger grinds the peacock heart;
Mild like the acid of assassin’s drink,
Burns brown leaves above the festering sod,
Wherein the flower-seed
Holds a blossom,
Soft in the hands of time.
John Tungay

Abstract
With seashells in the musty vault of mind.
Vague shifting shapes
Are bracken at the heights.
Phantasmal and implausible,
Are marshweed at the depths.
John Tungay
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The Time Chute
by John Tungay
“I want to go through the Chute, Julian. Right through . . . “
In tattered clothes, Meredith stood before Julian Copeland, his old friend and a junior consultant at the
Charing Cross Hospital. Meredith was an Untouchable, one of many in this century of overpopulation.
To go through the Time Chute was a privilege not generally granted to Untouchables ~ but the doctor
owed a debt of gratitude to Meredith. Years ago, this trampish man who stood before him had saved
Copeland’s life. Now the doctor was being asked to take the man’s life away, or rather to replace it
with another, unknown and irrevocable . . .
* * *
The Time Chute was used by the rich for taking holidays of the imagination. At the upper strata, it was
possible to control when and where the traveler went, but at the level of going right through, the
traveler knew nothing other than his life would be prolonged, some said by a lifetime, others to the
point of immortality. Nobody knew. Despite this, an ignorance both popular and scientific, there were
those among the wealthy who, faced with death, chose to go right through the Chute.
Meredith also faced death, not of old age and frailty, but death through poverty and starvation. For in
this London of the Twenty-Second Century, no citizen was a babe in arms of the Welfare Mother. His
material possessions alone separated a man from poverty. Nothing but his worldly estate protected
him from the horrors of vagrancy and death. The World Government was a tough one.
The tremendous population explosion and the consequent intensification of the Space Race, seeking
other planets to colonize, had made many worthy casualties among the pecunious ~ but there were too
many people anyway, so it didn’t seem to matter.
His precise worldly estate, Meredith had reflected as he lay supine and miserable on his bed-pallet,
consisted of two cigarettes, one of which he was smoking, a small handful of low-value credits, a
suitcase full of paperback books and the four remaining days of a week’s advance paid rent.
He’d further reflected that his spiritual estate was in despair. As he’d watched the white smoke from
the cigarette spiraling upward into the stale air, a misery had enfolded him, the misery of hopeless
apathy. It had left him only when panic replaced it. He experienced the panic when grinning death
stepped up and confronted him.
Nor was his misery dull. The brilliant intensity of his apathy illuminated past despair. Starved of his
mother’s breast in an age when economics was more urgent than nurture, he had substituted
peppermints for the nipple. He had lived then in psychological torment. Now ~ although it had not
always been so ~ he was a social cripple, an Untouchable.
Miserable and supine, Meredith had again thought of the alternative, the short cut. He’d thought again
of the high disused railway embankment a mere two blocks away through the over-crowded
metropolitan streets. It would be so easy to jump.
Then he’d remembered the Chute and Julian Copeland’s debt to him. He had spent his last few
pathetic little credits to travel the movealong from Kentish Town to Charing Cross and had stood
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before Doctor Copeland to make the desperate request: I want to go through the Chute, Julian. Right
through . . .”
“It’s highly illegal of course.” Copeland had said. “But I’m sure it can be arranged . . .”
* * *
Jason awoke sick in the afterdawn. Warm air of a new morning prepared for another day of heat. The
sunlight arabesqued through the twigs and leaves brushing the outside of the window of his hut. Upon
the wickerwork locked beside the low bed-pallet stood various eloquent objects: a glass of bloodsmeared water, a syringe, a bottle containing half a dozen small white tablets.
His almost translucent hands reached out and toyed with the jumbled paraphernalia until the
hypodermic lance was filled with the fluid necessary to his life, the milky death liquid. He found a
vein and an orchid of blood blossomed into the barrel of the syringe. The dull heavy joy of the heroin
hit danced in concord with his disintegrating cells and there were other things again, apart from the
sickness.
Other things? To walk the path, to live once more the empty monotonous necessary similarity of his
days . . .
How long had he been here? Where had he been before and what had he done there? How was it that
he was a victim of the milky death fluid?
Jason knew he’d not always been in the forest. Beyond that, he had no answers to the questions. His
memory had failed like a spent match, a dead blackness of weakened wood curling in mute
remembrance of a yellow flame.
He never saw others in the forest, save Pablo and the warmth of the Ruby Queen. Food pills and
credits were delivered to him daily through the chute outside the hut. A ward-computer strapped to his
wrist showed him time, but only the twenty-four hour cycle. Of the date and year, he had no
knowledge, although his jaded senses told him the season was an advanced Spring.
Now that the horse had taken hold, had repossessed its domain, he turned to the living of another day.
He left the hut and, first stopping to collect the day’s supply of credits and food pills from the chute,
took to the forest path.
On either side of his way, the sunlight sparkling on their new green leaves, were avenues of old beech
trees. The sky was now a clear blue and almost cloudless. Somewhere in the trees above him, a jay
stuttered into song. A little further on, coming to an area populated closely by conifers, he caught
sight of several deer on the path, some twenty meters ahead of him. Sensing his approach, the animals
darted elegantly into the thick growth of trees.
Jason’s first daily task was a visit to the shrine. Powerful and alone, a huge yew tree stood in a
clearing. Its canopy had grown so large that the outer tips of the branches touched the forest floor.
Beneath the canopy and close to the trees’ trunk, stood the shrine of the Ruby Queen. It was wrought
in silver, white marble and a hardwood whose hue was dark as jet. Behind the shrine, the tree’s
massive trunk was covered in the bark so characteristic of the yew, oozing red sap.
Jason knelt before the shrine and began his supplications:
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“Oh Ruby Queen, help me! Oh Ruby Queen, guide me! Oh Ruby Queen, protect me!”
He knew he must exhort the Goddess to bring him the milky death liquid essential to his life, exhort
Her to ensure the meeting with Pablo would come about ~ although the meeting did always come
about, and Jason had no serious fear that it would not.
Pablo had come so often and with such regularity that, with the same certainty of deduction that told
him the Sun would rise each day, Jason knew the meeting would come about. Each day, he would go
from the shrine and walk a hundred meters further along the path until he came to the bracken-strewn
meeting place. Pablo, as a dark figure, would stand on the far side of the glad, his back towards two
large oaks. They would approach each other and, without the slightest verbal exchange, the credits
would pass to Pablo and the little glass of white tablets to Jason.
But still he made his supplication to the Goddess. And still he thanked Her.
Recently though, another prayer had been growing stronger within him. Today that prayer was clearer
than ever before.
“Oh Ruby Queen!” he exhorted. “Oh Ruby Queen, show me why I am here and where I have come
from! Help me to remember!”
He really wanted to know. Now that the horse was in his blood, the desire to know was akin to a
nervous illness.
He saw the wraith of the Ruby Queen thinly glowing before the darkly mottled trunk of the tree, then
passed quickly from beneath the overhanging branches and rejoined the path. The wrist-ward told him
the meet was due. He lengthened his stride and came swiftly to the edge of the clearing where the two
oaks stood. The dark cloaed figure of Pablo was not there.
A fluttering of fear gripped Jason’s blood. Anticipation of the sickness of heroin withdrawal, as yet
unreal, made it seem real to him. Dizzy, he sat to wait upon a splintered tree husk. Five minutes later,
he fully understood the possibility that Pablo would not come.
An hour later, this was a certainty, engraved on his newly impressionable mind as pain, fear and panic.
The wrist-ward told him that the actual biological time would soon come, the time of hysteria and
shrinking into his own self. Jason knew all too well the imminent beginnings of junk sickness.
He turned on the rich soft leaf-mould underfoot and started walking back towards the place of the
massive yew. He felt his forehead breaking into sweat, the fierce pounding of his heart and the taste of
salt in his mouth, but failed to understand the meanings of his swiftly scurrying thoughts and feelings,
his reason dulled by panic.
He returned to the tree and passed beneath the mysterious brooding of the low-reaching boughs to
kneel before the shrine of the Goddess.
“Oh Ruby Queen, help me!”
Opening his mind to the object of its belief showed the flow of myriad thoughts there. On his knees
before the resplendent shrine, his clarity returning, Jason became conscious of a curious and entirely
undesired duality in his prayer. The junk sickness was coming on, already he felt its pain. Yet side by
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side with his desperate petition for the milky death fluid, he was aware of another prayer, the one he
had formed clearly only an hour ago. Despite the wrenching fear and the growing pain of the sickness,
he felt the invocation flowing from his mind: “Help me to remember. . . “
It flowed towards the Ruby Queen as Her form thickened from smokiness to solidity before the redhued yew.
As the sickness grew, so did the wraith solidify ~ and so increased the clarity of his longing to
remember. Somewhere along the path of change, he began to remember. He leaned his balding head
against a grimy yellow city wall; he heard the sound of a saxophone weeping; his nostrils received a
mixture of peppermints and the sour nauseating smell of addict’s sweat.
These memories flashed upon him, faded and returned. In the growing flood of the sickness, he was
alternatively aware of the forest around him and of his immersion in the memories. A solitary flying
insect found its brief way beneath the yew boughs, the wide membrane of its wings fluttering briskly.
In the teeming metropolis, a thousand people were being carried by the swift movealongs. One image
merged with the other as, in hideous oscillation, his disturbed blood coursed in and out of pain.
Then the haze cleared. A narrow room presented itself in his vision. He was laying supine on a bedpallet.
Through the small high window, the city sky was a dull grey. It seemed fitting. He watched the white
smoke from his cigarette spiraling up into the stale, unmoving air. He reflected that the railway
embankment, a alternative, lay only two blocks away through the over-crowded metropolitan streets.
On the top of the locker beside the bed-pallet, there lay only an overflowing ashtray and four
paperback books.
Then his vision clouded once more and he was kneeling before the shrine of white marble and
delicately wrought silver. His upturned eyes fixed themselves upon the wraith of the Ruby Queen.
Almost a flesh and blood woman now, it hovered in the woodland air before the yew. Junk sickness
tore his body violently.
He retched orange and yellow vomit into the soft pure leaf-mould underfoot.
The two feelings were merging into one. The longing to return, to remember, was now identical with
the horror and pain of heroin withdrawal. As the sickness increased, the memories grew clearer. The
harsh clear cry of the saxophone’s voice became a distillation of the memory and his longing. It sang
amid the strange yew boughs: he must return. Such was now his entire supplication to the Goddess:
he must return.
But what was this? No longer a smoky wraith, the Ruby Queen advanced towards him, a dark-haired
woman now, her intense green eyes flashing in the sunlight. Meredith recognized her. He had know
her. Once they had lain together, then she had died.
The Ruby Queen took his arm and together they went out from under the great yew canopy. Blinded
and numbed by the fantastic ecstatic anguish of heroin lack, Meredith stumbled along beside the
woman, their arms linked. They went back towards the hut. Everything dissolved . . . .
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Tiger Flourish
Tiger flourish of oiled sliding shell
Ground in mad fragment sand ~
Under surface shine fish,
Jumping, blindly swimming riverward ~
Rainbow dissolves in mountain range
A butterfly?
Dung beneath my fingernails ~
Scream of the planet’s orbit.
John Tungay

To A Lady Occultist
After the mind has said
This journey is a search,
And what is sought is always self,
I return to the head of my body.
Inside here, I observe
That outer space has changed;
But here inside I see
The inside-outside world’s
A lantern-show:
My body is the screen
Bringing that lantern-show
From the Impossible.
John Tungay
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Triangle
First, the artifical eye to probe
The brilliant recess of her past
And touch the soul beneath
The fiery frontal of her head.
Then, later, whilst at calm, abed,
Another comes to lay a wilted wreath
At his own heart’s grave, and in the last
He shall be glorious and wear a robe.
He shall be crowned the King
When antiphon is chanted at evening,
When life has passed away
Into the long summer of history
And time unfolds her mysteries
And his, made in the day
Of meeting, and sorrow cleansed, leaving
Them alone, delicious, to sing.
Then I shall wear sorrow’s cloak
And weep the evening hour away
Burying myself in self-wrought bitterness,
Tacit words choked in my throat
As each silent secret thought connotes
The one before. This I accept and unless
I had given her in the first white day,
There was no other doom for which to hope.
John Tungay
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THE UNCHANGELING
by John Tungay
In that place, we were all kneeling, praying. The man in front was praying loudest of all, using the
words of Keats. I remember that place, and that we were praying, and the text from Keats:
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever;
Its loveliness increases. It will never
Pass into nothingness, but still will keep
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathing . . .
Now, as I am lying here in this field, this sun, I can feel around me another place. In this other place,
there are black spiked swords, pointing down.
The Sun is very hot. It hurts my eyes. I have to pucker up my eyes against the heat. Soon, the Sun
will set, and it will grow cool, and then it will be night. Soon after that, the Sun will rise again.
Eyes closed: it is a relief. The black spiked swords point down. They are fixed somewhere above, but
where? They point downwards, towards my eyes.
Eyes open: the Sun is hot. It offends me, and I can feel the Flux very strongly. It passes over me,
passes over all things ~ the tree in this field, the cats in feline bliss, the dogs and the faces in a tubetrain memory.
There is my silly body, singing breathless nonsense by the tree: Malinger morning moving multiform
moment made meager . . .
I always get out of breath when I sing.
In the praying place, I sang secret songs in the corner. Before the Flux, had many songs to sing, many
poems for the sad faces in the tube-train, the flowers and the trees.
This is the daisy chain I made today. It is lying across my chest. I can feel it, sticky and juicy in my
fingers. Like all things, it is subject to the Flux that moves over us. We only have to wait.
And so I remain here, returning sometimes to the sad faces or the praying place, knowing that Moses,
Christ, Mohammed, Krishna, Gaia and Buddha are also subject to it.
The first time I knew this was terrible. I remember it, and vague distant voices talking as if they did
not feel the Flux. There were white coats and drug trollies, and words I did not understand, somehow
glib.
There is my body again, singing by the tree and gasping for breath: Cool call coming creeping candle
cuckoo candelabra created . . .
The daisy chain is sticky and juicy in my fingers but the Sun is becoming less hot and bright. Soon,
when night comes, I shall be cold. There will be darkness over the bird flying from tree to bush and
the grasshopper.
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I wish I had a cigarette made from marijuana. But no, that is silly, for marijuana, like all things, is
subject to the Flux. I do not wish anything. I will not move from this field or return to the praying
place. Flux is remembered and felt. I do not want euphoria. Even in the absence of thinking, all
would still be Flux and misery.
The sun is growing faint. Dusk will soon fall, leading into darkness. I am tired. The Sun’s heat has
made me tired. I see my body again beside the tree, singing its usual nonsense: Flung flying flown
falling faintly fairly for fortune . . .
Eyes closed: quietness and darkness. But the black spiked swords are pointing down, now sharper and
nearer to my eyes. And the insects are coming. They are beginning to crawl over me.
I feel relief, knowing that they will pass ~ but why do they come? Why do they come only to go away
again? They, and the flowers and trees and faces, sad and marching, do not know that they will pass.
They do not know of the Flux.
So they come, growing in number, and the black spikes come closer to my eyes. Where are they
fixed? It is dark, and I do not see where they are fixed.
The insects bite, adding to the irritation of the skin where the Sun has burned me. Soon they will pass.
Only the Flux will remain. I will remain here. I have only to wait.
And so, in misery and futility, I wait. I lie here thinking, in spite of the misery . . .
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LoCs
Ben P. Indick – 11/22/00
On Skug 15
Thanks for Skug, as gracious a title as one could
imagine. (Awright, how did you imagine it?)
<I didn’t. Ed Sanders did in Heartbreak Crash
Pad. I’ll try to remember to put a short clip of it
on the web. > Anyway, it is very pretty, nice
color covers. I am too cheap to go for that yet.
You probably do a lot more in mailing than I do
with my apazines, so the cost is higher, but I can
just see using color for my 80 of one and 40 of
the other, and poof? There goes the cartridge!
Well, ambition always did fire the young, so I
do not quality any longer.
By the way you did not color the drawing on
Page 2, but Victor Vasarely did in his
lithograph.
I f you actually though you
“created” this one, you might be surprised to see
his. < Interesting. Actually it started out as wood slats in the floor of a railroad car and then I used
some image-processing in Paint Shop Pro to modify it. >
The issue itself was good. I assure you that there is no need to worry about missing fanac because of
new TV shows. None of them is worth a hoot anyway. Keep that fact in mind and you can happily
return to your most important task, fanac, of course. Actually I engage in my own apazines but very
little more fanac – I only receive a few fanzines now, but excellent ones, and I respond to those, but I
seek no others. One from you will always be welcome, however, so, in two years I will be unhappy if
you forget me. (I presume Bill Breiding, an old friend, asked you to send this one?) However, it will
not be because of TV. E.g., last night I caught a few minutes of The Michael Richards (Kramer)
Show. It was embarrassing. I am told that the X-Files, which I never watched stinks. I tried The
Larry David (?) show and Sex in the City while at a motel. Ho hum. < Ah gee, I liked X Files. Now it
is no more. >
To be fair, my wife and I see a lot of shows in New York City, so TV means little. We tape anything
we want, usually stuff from PBS or Bravo, which also are unpredictable, like that utterly execrable
version of Oliver Twist PBS had (puke, puke) I subscribe to none of the pay-stations, although I do
get cable. <I can’t remember the Oliver Twist PBS version. We have been enjoying the Jane Austen
stories on PBS of late.>
As I read what you do in Work, I realized not only am I impotent with this gadget, my new Gate, I fall
farther behind all the time. I barely understood a word! Curse you bright young people, Gary
Mattingly, curse you! We codgers should not be made to feel so useless, but, after all, when memory
vanishes anyways, how is one to learn new stuff? My son was here Sunday teaching me stuff. I can
only hope my notes will help, because I was gone a minute after he told me. (I really did not mean
that “curse you”, as you know. In fact, I do learn a little. I moved my great artwork above myself
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from last time’s notes (That is adapted too, from you know whom.)) < Gee, actually I’m a member of
AARP. Another 4 years and I’ll be 60. >
I am pleased you are into Oz. I was not an Ozzite as a kid, never read a book until I was an adult
(although I had loved the 1939 film when I was a kid). I was immediately hooked, and later got each
of my kids in. They both have complete canons, including first editions of The Marvelous Wizard of
Oz. < ooh, first editions!!?? > I had collected the books (more easily done thirty years ago than now,
when they have become very costly) for my son. One day my daughter, still a tyke, said to me
wistfully, “Daddy, I know Michael will always let me see his Oz books, but can’t I have my own?”
What could I do? I started collecting hers, already getting tougher. Their Wizards are hardly mint, and
even have a few omissions, but they are the genuine thing, I managed at last – the final title – to corral,
at no small cost, a first for her after she was already married. They had moved into a new home. I
handed her an envelope, telling her a new home of an Oz collector needed one thing. When she
opened it she could not talk for long minutes, she was so carried away. What more can a daddy ask?
No, Gary, I will NOT buy YOU a first! < Ah gee > However, there are fine facsimiles available and
I hope you are getting them. We have spread the word and now my granddaughters love Oz and some
nieces and such also do. I did not care for the first Potter (my granddaughters love him) and haven’t
read the others. However, although I have not reread JRRT in years (I did, once) I can understand Bill
Breiding’s touching essay on no longer receiving the same electricity from a beloved title. However, I
would reassure him that it will always be there, he just must realize the suspense for him is gone, so
enjoy the work, whether Oz, Potter, or Frodo, for its own beauty. The magic really is still there.
We visited The Big Easy once, and loved it! It is a delightful city with a wealth of things to see, do
and eat. I would also urge you, when you go across the country, to see Charleston, S.C., a real charmer
< I would love to one of these days. >
Bruce Townley, here you are, a ghost from yesterday! Good stuff too, but vomit is certainly part of
any large city, and you are talking about an area of the Bay City, whose denizens often get rid of cheap
whisky and even cheaper food that way. It is the same in the Big Apple, plus the lovely sight of
characters talking a leak at night against some building. Yeah, accept it all, but remember it is
counterbalanced by the wonders of the same city!
The loc list was fine, good names
all, familiar.
Be well and keep plugging.
Retroactively, or in advance for
2001, happy Thanksgiving! . .
Ben P. Indick
benindick@aol.com
428 Sagamore Avenue, Teaneck, N.J. 07666-2626
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Ned Brooks – 08/10/03
Hi Gary –
I
still
have
the
same
website:
http://home.sprynet.com/~nedbrooks/home.htm which
gives the street address - only the third address since I
became a fan in 1962. I was at the Paul Street address
for 32 years, and will probably be at this one until they
carry me out. I have been fortunate with e-mail I guess I still have the same address I started with. I think the
ISP forced a change in the name of the website once,
but I can always be found with a search on my legal
name, "Cuyler Brooks", as I am the only person with
that name known to the WWW. < And it still is there,
almost 5 years later. >
That is an enormous zine, not many of those being done now! I never did more than 55 pages at one
time. I just got Langley Searles'massive FC, 134pp - but no color. In fact, no artwork except for the
cover.
Best, Ned Brooks
Cuyler Brooks
nedbrooks@sprynet.com
4817 Dean Lane, Lilburn GA 30047
http://home.sprynet.com/~nedbrooks/home.htm

Bruce Townley – 08/11/03
<<In the letter he indicated he wasn'
t depressed but I wonder whether or not that was true. If I had been
out of work as long as he had and as low on money as he was, I'
d be depressed. Several people had
sent him money to get by. A number of people tried to help him and make suggestions but he seems to
have dismissed all of their suggestions. I'
m not sure but it seems he was sort of stuck in his situation.
That is to say he couldn'
t seem to pull himself out from that not-so-pleasant place his mind was
residing. >>
Your description of Kent'
s
apparent
mind-state
is
actually a pretty good
distillation of what I'
ve heard
about clinical depression.
Found your writings about
Kent and his terminal
condition to be quite lucid
and valuable. Thanks for
putting them in SKUG.
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Bruce Townley"
Bruce@e-sfo.com
Don Herron – 08/11/03
>Now I'
m at work and have forgotten whether I sent
>you a note about the new Skug this weekend:
Nope, you hadn'
t, but now you have. By pure chance I happened into one of the new 2nd Sun fan
gatherings (at the Phoenix bar, on Valencia near 19th -- in the same block and across the street from
Borderlands Bookstore). And really too bad about Kent -- I heard about it a month late, I guess it was.
DH
dashdude@donherron.com

Robert Lichtman – 08/13/03
> pdf files are now on line in the table of contents area.
I saved them to my hard drive at work and am taking in a CD-R to put them on, since they'
re much too
large for me to want to e-mail them home to my dial-up modem. It would take quite a while for them
to download.
But I don'
t have to print them because the hard copy you mailed arrived today and it'
s *beautiful*. I'
m
happy that you printed the color or I would have been tempted to run it through the HP2000C at work.
Thanks for including my LoC written during broken ankle convalescence. One on this issue will
follow....eventually.
Thanks, and best wishes,
Robert
robertlichtman@yahoo.com
Ken Gammage – 08/14/03
Great reading your new zine. I’ve only ready your introduction so far, but will read the rest soon. First let me say
I was so sorry to hear about Kent. I just exchanged e-mails with him at the end of last year, during the run-up to
the current Gulf War, which he was actively opposed to. Very sad news. How is Bruce Townley doing? < Well,
he seems pretty much the same to me. >
Some of your other points: the “special” on Amazon. I
was surprised to see a Gene Wolfe book on special a
while ago, which led me to speculate that they actually
customize their home page with specials uniquely
tailored to each customer, based on our past
purchases and searches on the site. If that is true, then
Amazon truly exemplifies the state-of-the-art in
database marketing.
Re: your car audio equipment, our company makes
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and sells amplifiers, speakers and subwoofers under five brands, including Precision Power, Orion Car Audio
and a/d/s/. It is a fun market to be in – I am a big evangelist for subwoofers – they really make a huge difference
in the density of the sound.
I am at work, but will write more later. Please say hi to Patty for me.

Ken Gammage
ken.gammage@directed.com
John Busco – 08/14/03
Thanks for keeping me on your list. I enjoyed reading the update on your life in Skug. I'
m still trying to
reconcile the mild-mannered guy I used to work with vs. the quadruple espresso guzzling, super loud
stereo listening guy that I read about! < Not super loud but louder that my wife likes it, usually. >
…
John
jbusco@mailblocks.com

Terry Jeeves – 08/15/03
Just a short e-mail to thank you for SKUG 16 which arrived here safely today. Those two Strelkov
covers without any lettering on them are just dandy for framing. Great stuff,
Now an apology and an explanation. I had prepared a brief plug for coverage in the next issue of ERG
along with several others on the fanzine page. Ghu know what happened, but when I came to open the
file for printing it had vanished taking with it, my notes and comments on several other fanzines. Ghu
knows where they have gone but it means there will be no fanzine comments in the October issue of
ERG. Pity because SKUG is a great issue. By way of further apology, I’m mailing you the latest ERG
along with a little bundle of artwork. My thanks also for using the last lot I sent. < Many thanks to
you for the artwork which you will hopefully see throughout this issue. >
All the best,
Terry Jeeves
erg40@madasafish.com

Steve Sneyd – Aug 15, 2003
Two choices: a cogen loc sometimes-never, or a topofhead ragbag in realtime – so opt for latter, since
at least will exist. (As doing various on old Amstrad, spare you handrot this time – somewhere on net,
Dave Langford has immortalized its problems as horrid maze & labyrinth, OWTTE).
Re Collins query – Collins English Dictionary, abt 15 years old now (present from my brother, reward
for when photographer didn’t turn up for his wedding & I had to amateurishly fill the role) – obviously
a lot of neologisms not in, but still endlessly used.
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Mentioned Net, can now use free at local library, so been doing various silver/ego surfing. (It causes
me to guess that the lovely Mae Strelkov’s cover is a download off site that archives her hekto art? As
a general comment, lot of striking art, partic some of the Friends). One thing I find an ongoing puzzle
is number of times get Error 404 message, then use keywords or whatever and find site another way, &
lonbehold URL on it is exactly what I keyboarded a minute or so before and thing 404ed it wasn’t
there – real multiverse strand stuff. < Mae sent me the covers and a number of other pieces of
artwork. >
Here our local council is offering a grant towards solar power – lot cheaper than you quote, total cost
about £2K ($3K approx) but is basically a topup system, ie you’d still need other heat/power sources,
since (despite fluke of v hot, bright spells this summer) Britain not normally sunny enough.
Yours second US SFz I’ve seen recently where editor disclaiming enthusiasm for Bush imperium – our
media flogged idea all Americans behind Dubya – but then no doubt your media present all Brits as
behind Blair’s support role for same.
Your gardening accounts remind me nostalgically of when I was still a keen gardener, instead of, as
now, someone trying but failing to keep up with pruning of Mars-explorer-wannabe bushes and ivies
that I put in years ago when they were little innocent looking things, that today have megaed and rule
not ok. Still got a couple of scruffy herbs. Had a lavatera for years, but died suddenly, as do so many
things for no apparent reason, while others unstoppable.
Only book on your list I’ve read (am behind w SF) is Macleod’s ‘Cosmonaut Keep’ – met him at an SF
event in 01, & found like me is an enthusiast for SF poetry of Edwin Morgan, so thought wd try the
book. Excellent setpieces/descriptions, but wasn’t convinced by his political situation back on Earth,
or new planet relationship between immortals & nonimmortals.
Only movies I’ve seen in yonks a showing of pioneer Melies shorts, including his (first ever SF
movie?) moon voyage and “The Revenger’s Tragedy”, Jacobean melodrama reset into parallel
universe fragmented modern Britain; enjoyed both.
Spiders in house I’ve no problem with – means flies never last long. Reason you find in bath is fall off
ceiling, can’t climb out again, sides too smooth; hang a towel off bath sides down to em and they’ll
climb out and you won’t have to see.
Here mental health survivors groups agitate re side fx of medication – “liquid cosh” a term often used
– and against hoops sufferers have to go through to get official help.
Steve Sneyd
4 Nowell Place. Almondbury, Huddersfield, West Yorkshire HD5 8P8

Jay Kinney – 08/21/03
Dear Gary,
Skug 16 arrived the other day. That must have cost you and arm and a leg. I couldn'
t figure out if you
were printing it out on a color inkjet or on a color laser printer, but either way - whew! If you run into
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budgetary constraints, I'
d advise skipping those expensive little touches such as having URLs print in
blue.
< Some issues were printed on my inkjet printer. Some were printed on a regular photocopier. The
blue showed up if printed on my inkjet. That takes forever though. >
This isn'
t going to be a satisfactory LOC because I
skipped reading most of the poetry and literary
stuff. I'
m sure it is all swell, but I don'
t look to
fanzines for poetry. (I read poetry about once every
ten years.) Please consider making Skug 16 your
last issue with poetry in it. I realize that there are
few places for poets to get published, but I don'
t
think that Skug has to be one of them. In fact, I
don'
t think it is doing anyone a favor to print
poetry if you, the editor, don'
t have a solid sense of
what constitutes good poetry and haven'
t wielded
the editorial scalpel to toss out the lousy and so-so
poems, retaining only the good. BUT EVEN IF
YOU HAVE, I just think that poetry is not what
Skug is about.
<I would, for the most part, agree that Skug isn'
t the right place for poetry. I just happened to get a
ton of it as contributions for Skug 16. I actually read poetry more often than every ten years. I
actually happen to like a lot of poetry. What'
s a "solid sense of what constitutes good poetry"? Oh,
that'
s simple, what I like. I, without a doubt, don'
t agree with all text books, English professors and
academicians (wonder if I spelled that right) with respect to what constitutes "good poetry". Same
goes for artwork, fiction, the state of the environment, etc.>
On a happier note, I rather like the Mae Strelkov paintings on the covers. They remind me of paintings
I'
ve seen by schizophrenics (good thing Mae isn'
t still around to hear me say this, eh?) Sort of a cross
between impressionist technique and marbling (the oil on water technique that was common on book
end-papers and page edges in the 19th century). The painting you used on the front cover manages to
look like something that I imagine H.P. Lovecraft would have done if he had been a painter.
<Gee, I hadn'
t really thought about her work being schizophrenic. I just liked it. Guess I must think
about that.>
The interior art in the issue was a mixed bag. Brad Foster is always fun ….. Steve Stiles is, of course,
the master of fannish art…. Marc Schirmeister'
s always enjoyable illos -- which *you* scanned -came out looking cleaner than Steve'
s.
< I did receive his illos in both tif and, um, gif format, I think. We went back and forth a couple of time
about the quality. Sometimes it isn'
t exactly a matter of the dpi but also the options you specify when
using your particular scanner. With mine it took a number of attempts to get as close as I did to what I
considered acceptable. Even then I had to mess with things a bit in Paint Shop Pro to bring it back to
what I thought was close to the original.>
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Well, Gary, I think we need to make a date and brew up some more beer so that I can make some more
custom labels that you can run in Skug. And that'
s my final advice: 86 the poetry and let'
s run more
beer labels.
< Sounds good. I have three hop plants and two of them definitely have hops on the vine. My apologies
for this not happening. I’m afraid I’ve been more than a little distracted over the last few years. >
Your cranky pal,
Jay
Jay Kinney
jmkinney@pacbell.net
Part II:
….
My remark about "if you, the editor, don'
t have a solid sense of what constitutes good poetry" wasn'
t
intended to be a categorical statement of fact, just a supposition triggered by my own sense that *I*
don'
t have a solid sense of what constitutes good poetry. That'
s why I never published any in GNOSIS
(other than a few instances of mystical poets in translation). That and the fact that once you print any
poetry, the floodgates open and the poetry submissions multiply like rabbits. < You’re certainly right
about that. Again I have great quantities of poetry. So how in the world does one open the floodgates
for articles? I obviously haven’t been able to figure out how to do that. So, I give. I’m accepting no
more poetry, no more articles (not that I received any for this issue – stories, yes – articles – no), no
more artwork. Who knows maybe I’ll do fanzines with just me and LoCs, assuming they keep coming.
>
ciao,
Jay
jmkinney@pacbell.net
http://www.oldandinteresting.com/washing-with-lye.aspx
Chamber lye was a useful laundry product, even though it couldn’t be made into soap. Precious urine
collected from chamber pots, its many uses included stain removal and pre-wash soaking. It also
removed natural oils from wool, and set dyes, not to mention its many uses in medicine. In some
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Chester D. Cuthbert – 08/24/03
SKUG 16 with Mae’s covers and with 102 pages completed a week which had earlier brought me
FANTASY COMMENTATOR with 133 pages and MIMOSA with 67 pages. This enabled me to read
only a few book pages, but what enjoyable material! Since my interest in fandom is mainly because it
supports my reading interests, my grateful thanks to all fanzine publishers.
…
You show great care and industry in publishing SKUG. Many fans are represented and their personal
lives are more active than mine.
The books you have read and listed on page 9 are more current than those I’m reading; I quit collecting
ten years ago. I’ve read none of your titles, but my library contains more good books than I’ll ever
read. <Yes, unfortunately I have piles and piles of books which I haven’t read yet. They’re supposed
to be good books too. I need more time! >
Until you retire you may not find time for personal correspondence, but please keep me in mind.
Chester D. Cuthbert
1104 Mulvey Avenue, Winnipeg, MB, Canada R3M 1J5

Steve Sneyd – August 27, 2003
A brief Fitte Ye Second of loc – ie a few afterthoughts.
Good few years back saw a couple of the German Christmas markets, big one at Desden and small one
at Bad Schandau further up the Elbe – are impressive featuring amazing revolving structures with
lights – and the lights more impact, somehow as they stick to white rather than mixing colours, Idea
has caught on here, a lot of places now have German-style Xmas markets, Lincoln I think was 1st,
started about 20 years back; Leeds near here now has a big one. < I loved the Christmas markets I
went to in Germany a number of years ago. I really want to go back again for them. I believe
someone told the Nuremberg one was particularly good. >
Interesting Hare Krishmas still in go. They used to be a common sight in their orange robes and
chanting Hare Rama Hara Rama round here in ‘70s, but I haven’t seen any in years (used to be a local
joke that in Yorkshire they were actually chanting Harry Ramsden’s, name of a famous fish & chip
shop).
I’ve not reread LOTR in decades, though often intended to – got as far as hauling tome on holiday
once, but never opened it. Don’t think is fear of disillusionment (though didn’t go to the movie
version, put off by thought wd colonise/disrupt my own mental picture), rather put off by time
commitment involved. (Mentioning Tolkien, in July was in Oxford for Poetry Weekend, and got a
couple of times into pub where JRRT and fellow Inklings writers met, Eagle & Child – still a “proper
pub”, little rooms – lot of photos of the group, and a plaque, etc) Books that I’ve reread over & over &
always find new things are, in SF, P K Dick’s, and in crimers Chandler & Ross MacDonald, tho
problem is if once start, ends up as a jag, ie got to reread the lot, which again is a big time
commitment, certainly with Dick & MacDonald. One book I’m reading now, a wayback one I’d
vaguely heard of but never read till someone recommended strongly, is “Ingoldsby Legends’, retelling
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of, usually ghost/horror, tales, in verse full of groanworthy mosaic rhymes, with cod scholarly
footnotes, and absolutely infested with (deliberate) anachronisms, so I suppose SF of a kind in that
sense – keep dipping in, an ideal book for that.
Interesting to have “grasshopper” name for those small urban oil wells, familiar from crime movies –
name I’d heard for is “nodding donkey”. Didn’t quite understand re renting rooms next to
merrygoround on Santa Monica Pier – were they for use as offices or a sort of flophouse hotel, or
what? < I obviously need to go to the Santa Monica pier. This sounds interesting. >
Andruschak has beaten me with no TV since ’85. I’ve not had one since ’94 – found it mainly irritated
me, and don’t do other things at same time, as can with radio. Since so many TV channels here now,
getting more like US situation, it’s no longer a case that there are certain progs everyone watches, so
much less sense of social disconnection if don’t watch TV.
One effect of mobes (mobile phones/cellphones) is that care-in-community types who go round talking
to themselves no longer conspicuous, as half population walking around talking into thin air, ie
mobbing at tops of voices ! < Yes and I think it is even going to get worse. One of these days they’ll
have them implanted and you’ll really have a hard time telling who’s talking to a “real” person and
who’s not. >
Steve Sneyd
4 Nowell Place, Almondbury, West Yorkshire, HD5 8PB, England

Brad W. Foster – August 29, 2003
Wow, now that was a blast from the past, having Skug #16 show up in the mailbox last week! Sure it
may have been almost three years since the last issue but getting an issue twice as thick as the previous
one shows you weren’t just sitting on your hands all this time. Besides, these are fanzines. It’s
surprising when one does come out on any sort of a regular schedule. To paraphrase Charles Foster
Kane: “We will publish no zine before its time.” So, don’t worry, your readership should be happy to
get any Skug at all, the greedy bastids!
< Gee, thanks. >
And, to show my own faith that, sooner or later, I expect to see an issue #17 showing up, here are three
brand new pieces of fillo art, since you used the last ones I sent you. Got to keep the art-pot fresh for
you to select from. < Thanks again! And you’ll see them herein. >
One of your comments on page 12, re the passing of Kent Johnson, caught my eye. “My feelings
about such things get buried so deep that I’m pretty much oblivious to them.” I’ve had variations of
that tossed at me over the years, whenever I didn’t have a strong enough emotional reaction to
someone I was told I just wasn’t “acknowledging” or “admitting to” my feelings. The idea that I truly,
honestly, had no feeling about an event one way or the other seems to drive some people nuts. Rather
than admitting that such a thing is possible, and that different people can react different ways, I’m told
I’m “hiding” my “true” feelings. After a while you just sigh and smile, and resist the urge to pat their
heads and say “There, there . . .” So, just go with whatever feelings you do or don’t have, and let it go
at that.
Wow, pages full of art and poetry – this is almost a lit-zine!
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Re Sean Russell Friend’s loc this issue, say his “art is certainly inferior” to my own, I say “bullshit”.
Friend, my friend, if you have to do any sort of comparisons, I think the most you could say is we have
“different” styles, and the work I see in this issue from him is striking in design and execution.
Most of the last two years around here have been devoted to helping Cindy taking care of her dad as he
has gotten progressively worse, through several surgeries and now Dementia taking over. At this
point, we are now in the midst of organizing things to move him into a 24 assisted living home, as the
time/money/emotional drain after two years has reached the point we have no other option. I think this
will be best for all concerned but it’s always a tough thing to have to do. Seems we are all moving into
that age where our parents are becoming our kids, just kind of hit us a bit sooner than our friends, so
we’ll be the ones they turn to in another decade for advice, I guess! < My mother is currently in a care
facility. Her husband (he married her years after I had left home and several years after my father had
died) is there almost every day. They are back in Kansas and I should get back there more often. My
sister goes back probably three or four times a year. >
Looking forward to issue 17 whenever you feel the urge to bless us with it. < Here it is. >
Brad W. Foster
POB 165246, Irving, TX 75016
bwfoster@juno.com

Ken Gammage – 09/03/03
I hope you got my e-mail LoC that I sent to Skug -- really awesome issue. Just wanted to add one more
thing about Radiohead (who I am seeing in concert for the first time at the end of this month.) About 6
weeks before their current CD "Hail to the Thief" came out, my colleague handed me a disc and said
"I'
ve gone to the dark side." You guessed it - the downloaded pirate version of the CD off of Grokster.
Which is not at all unusual these days, except for the fact that it was so far in advance of the actual CD.
It actually made me feel bad - if the Ethicist from the NY Times Magazine had weighed-in he would
probably have recommended that I go out and buy the real CD when it came out, just to make sure the
artist got their appropriate royalty. But I didn'
t...
<Received your first email. Thanks. I did buy the real "Hail to the Thief" CD and I would enjoy
seeing them in concert. They seem to be appearing in a number of big concerts this summer. >

<http://books.google.com/books?id=z1xbTRU51IC&pg=PA151&lpg=PA151&dq=English+penal+system+treadmill&source=web&ots=5yM6Z
0dhsR&sig=3PFIAOvIJgM_xC2Hq2NjUyMrWKQ&hl=en>
From
Chapter
XXV.
"The treadmill was a penal appliance introduced by Sir William Cubitt in 1818, and intended by him as
a means for employing criminals usefully. It was a large hollow cylinder of wood on an iron frame
round the circumference of which were a series of steps about seven and a half inches apart."
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Sheryl Birkhead – September 20, 2003
Before I even opened the envelope my thoughts were, . . . hmm – Gary Mattingly . . . Skug, wasn’t
it??JYep, sure is/was great, though, hey – that looks like Mae Strelkov’s art – yep sure is!Wow – you
even have Stiles artwork! Is the repro from a color-printer? (If so – which one?) < The colors covers
were done at Kinkos. >
Just finished listening to the latest Harry Potter book on tape. Haven’t seen the second LotR movie but
see it will (apparently) be on cable soon (which I don’t have but maybe I can ask someone to tape it for
me.) My list of movies to see RSN is now at about 32. Monk is now (as far as I can see) only on cable
– drat. <Fortunately Monk is still on. I’m waiting for the new season.. The writer’s strike did and is
doing funny things to the TV season. >
Interesting to note that you and Pat Taylor mention Amy’s foods – I contacted them to ask about
Diabetic exchange values (No, I’m not diabetic) but never even heard back.
Tried tomato plants in 3 areas of the yard this year – only one plant (out of 6) has produced even one
tomato – and that plant should not count as it is the only one in a huge pot (not in the “native” soil) –
so I’m guessing a garden is just NOT going to grow unless I am much more willing to actually do
work – no thank you. < I think our weather helps a lot plus drip irrigation. Sometimes cool weather
decreases the output. I almost always have way too many cherry tomatoes and last year I had a lot of
Roma/paste tomatoes. >
I don’t spend much time on line. I have tried sending some artwork electronically and find the printed
produced varied WIDELY – so, I’m back to mailing. Various editors seem to be (or not) to handle
whatever I send and it comes out just fine – others, uhm, er, . . . massacre the material - and I never
have a warning which way things will go. < Thank you very much for the artwork. I hope it comes out
to your satisfaction. >
Well, I bailed water (~1½ gal/min for 4 hours - brought the basement H20 level down a few inches and
I can hardly walk today!) Yesterday – courtesy of the hurricane – Think I’ll go sauté some tofu and try
to get some of the major aches to stop with a LOT of hot water. < Have you had to weather more
hurricanes in your area? I hope none of them affected you badly. We’ve had some medium-size
earthquakes and many, many small ones in the last five years. Again, there are predictions for a very
large earthquake in our area in the not too distant future. We shall see. >
Thanks for Skug.
Sheryl Birkhead
25509 Jonnie Court, Gaithersburg, MD 20882
Jerry Kaufman – 09/27/03
Thanks for mailing us Skug 16 - despite all the pleasures of the Internet and email, I still love getting a
zine in the mail more. Many sensual pleasures and I don'
t have to wait for the download. (Well, yes waiting for the zine to arrive in the mail is like waiting for the download. But it'
s not something I
necessarily expect; it'
s usually a surprise, and not something I'
m impatiently waiting for. You get the
idea.)
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Of course, the first thing I noticed was the front cover, then the back cover. Did you photocopy from
Mae'
s originals, or did you scan them and then laser-print? However you did it, I think the hardening of
the fuzzy hecto originals adds a very interesting texture. < I scanned them and gave the digital files to
Kinko, if my memory serves me properly. I think I will take both the artwork and a digital file to Kinkos
this
time.
>
The textual items that most interested me were your pieces on Wicca and different types of religions.
These are the longest, best organized and most focused pieces of writing I'
ve ever seen by you. (I
understand that much of them consisted of quotes from other sources, but it'
s still interesting to see
what you can do when you seem engaged by your subject.) < My teachers and professors probably
noticed that too. That is, if it interested me, if I had more of a passion for it, it came out better. >
…………
Jerry Kaufman
3522 NE 123rd Street, Seattle, WA 98125

Pamela Boal – 10/04/03
Sorry it has taken me so long to write and thank
you for SKUG 16 but the good weather has meant
an extended boating season so I am seldom at
home. < No apology necessary. You may notice it
has taken me quite some time to get out the next
issue. >
I had hoped to get a reaction from our daughter on
your Wicca article. She is a Wiccan and I wondered
if there were differences between the American and British views. Unfortunately my copier can'
t cope
with the pages while in the book and no way do I wish to take it apart. So I'
ll have to wait until she
next visits. She certainly fits in with your Lurhmann qoute by being an avid reader and indeed an SF
reader. < So did your daughter ever get a chance to see the article? I’m very curious about her
reaction. >
Ouch! This ish reminds me of how bad my memory is. I was reading the third line of Insomnia before
recognising my own words. I have no memory what so ever of sending it to you. Oh well I'
m in good
company. Mind most of the poetry is rather down beat how about an issue of up beat articles and
poetry. Despite what man is doing to his fellow man and his planet, it is still possible to find much to
wonder at and beauty in nature, which includes people. < Gee. Now I have to re-read all the poetry in
this issue and see whether it is upbeat or not. I know some of it is not but can’t remember the general
tone. >
Good wishing,
Pamela. (Boal)
pamelajboal@westfieldway.fsnet.co.uk
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Billy Wolfenbarger – 10/31/03
To state the obvious, it was a real mindblowing surprise to find SKUG #16 in the mailbox a couple of
months ago! & what an amazing issue it is . . . I can’t help but wonder how the feedback will be on all
that poetry ForCyringOutLoud. There’s a lot of good work in there. Not least of all your own. < Well,
as you can take from above, a rather mixed bag. . . >
Ah, wonderful Steve Sneyd: I’ve found his poems over the years always an intense delight; don’t stop,
Steve. There’s interesting work from Seán Russell Friends, and his sfish prose of “The Grand Old
Illusion of Time”. The remaining poets (excluding myself) – Pamela Boal, Larry Blazek and Michael
Sheherba also have some fine work.
Your mentions of Columbia, Missouri brought up to me in memory-flash of several years ago when I
visited a friend there. Columbia is known as the West Coast of the Mid West, and because of the
University there, the women outnumber the men 9 to 1. I also found that Columbia is a good place to
write. < Gee, I didn’t notice the female to male ratio while I was there although I wasn’t really
checking it out, as it were. >
Gary, I like your “illo” on page 3. And it’s always a pleasure to see results from some of the fannish
artists I grew up with – Sheryl Birkhead, Brad W. Foster, Terry Jeeves & Steve Stiles. There’s some
nice serious work in the art pieces from Friend. Covers front & back is truly lovely work – Mae
Strelkov was always a wonder.
Wm. Breiding’s “Fashioned by the Weather” is a delight.
Note for Ned Brooks: Arthur Machen’s “The Spagyric Quest of Beroaldus Cosmopolita” is, as you
say, “. . either about the proper use of wine or the futility of alchemy, depending on how you want to
read it . . .”. I merely tried a transmutation of poetic license with rain or birds. A more complete
example will be forthcoming.
I’ve been working on part 3 of my auto-biographical trilogy. The first one, Language at Midnight,
dates from 1974-1980 & came out in installments in OUTWORLDS; the second short novel, Poets
Don’t Have Spare Change, to me about a year & a half to write, & will be coming out in three meaty
installments in a zine near you. Sometime, The 3rd, alive & well, is The Raven Fountains.
Hope to hear from you soon, Gary. < Again my apologies for taking so long to get this issue out. >
Billy Wolfenbarger
334 North 18th Street
Springfield, Oregon, 97477

Milt Stevens – 11/05/03

I was sort of surprised when Skug #16 arrived, although I really shouldn’t have been. It isn’t all that
uncommon for issues of fanzines to show-up years if not decades after the previous issue. Sometimes, I
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even think about putting-out another issue of The Passing Parade after a lapse of 17 years. This issue
of Skug had a certain time capsule aspect. It gave me a chance to see what I was thinking at particular
times three years ago and five years ago. A few things have changed such as my e-mail address (see
below). I also notice I mentioned the population of Los Angeles County as seven million. That was
according to the 1990 census. In the 2000 census, Los Angeles County had grown to nine million
which is about the same population as Bulgaria.
My attitude on large urban areas hasn’t changed any in the last few years. I notice William Breiding’s
attitude towards urban areas seems to be moving in the same direction as mine. There is much to be
said for being far from the madding crowd. You mention considering Columbia, Missouri as a possible
retirement site. I’m not surprised it is more conservative than the Bay Area. Most of this end of the
galaxy is more conservative than the Bay Area. I would consider the weather to be a more substantive
problem. People usually move to warmer climates as they get older rather than colder. If were to leave
California, I would probably still stay in the sun belt. Nevada, Arizona, or New Mexico might be
possibilities. Becoming a desert rat doesn’t seem as bad an idea as it might have years ago. < I have
this issue with a lack of water. Most parts of all of those states have that problem. >
As far as TV viewing is concerned, my habits haven’t changed in recent years. I’m currently watching
three programs regularly; Dead Zone, Enterprise, and Joan of Arcadia. The last is a recent addition.
The premise is a bit out of the ordinary, and they’ve been doing pretty well with it so far. I notice
WGN had moved Andromeda to 9 PM Sunday. That’s a fairly reasonable time to be watching TV, so I
may start watching the show again. < I liked Joan of Arcadia. Now it is gone, as is Enterprise. I think
Dead Zone will appear again this year. >
I’ve never felt the inclination to be a full-time vegetarian, but there are times when I switch over to
eating a lot of salads when my weight starts creeping up further than I would like it. In the supermarket
I usually patronize, there seems to be very little in the way of prepared vegetarian food. Some of the
pasta would qualify as vegetarian, but that wouldn’t help for my purposes. Even vegetable soup isn’t
really vegetarian unless it specifically says vegetarian vegetable. I’ve also noticed most restaurants
want to put chicken on just about all their salads. They could be reasoning that chicken is healthy and
salads are healthy, so they combine the two. However, I think they are really just adding the chicken to
up the price. Not being much of a fan of chicken, I would prefer to do without it. < I have also noticed
this excessive addition of chicken to salads, particularly at fast food restaurants. I certainly wish they
wouldn’t do that. >
Unfortunately, Wiccans are only one subset of people who do witchcraft. I’ve seen presentations on
some of the other groups at crime analysis conferences. Of course, there are out-and-out Satanists. I’ve
found there is one thing you can always count on. Satanists are always up to no good. There are also
Gypsies who use curses as part of their scams, but who also believe in such things themselves. Gypsies
don’t like eating food they don’t prepare themselves, because they distrust everybody when it comes to
curses and poison.
Then there are the forms of witchcraft which have come from other places. Witchcraft from rural
Mexico is fairly common in Los Angeles. I heard of one case where a guy died of a bruja’s curse. The
guy in question had been messing with the wrong gal. Her family hired the bruja to dispose of the
problem. It wasn’t hard for the guy to determine he had been cursed. The severed chicken heads at the
four compass points around his house were a definite clue. Since he knew he was doomed, his glue
sniffing habit got worse, and he died of toluene poisoning. < This type of witchcraft is even more
prevalent in many parts of Africa. >
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Yours truly,
Milt Stevens
6325 Keystone St.
Simi Valley, CA 93063
miltstevens@earthlink.net
Part Two: 11/06/03
In my letter, I said the last issue of
Passing Parade was 17 years ago. Make
that 27 years ago. Damn, if I didn'
t slip
an entire decade without noticing it.
Also, I looked at today'
s TV Guide, and
WGN apparently isn'
t continuing with
Andromeda at 9 PM Sunday. It must
have been a one week only phenomena.
Yours truly,
Milt Stevens
Randy Byers – 11/22/03
I keep finding myself dragging out Skug 16 to show the Mae Strelkov cover to various friends. This
last time, as I was showing it to carl juarez, I looked more closely at the back cover, too. Both of them
are amazing, beautiful pieces. I think I still like the front cover the best, perhaps because it’s a bit
more abstract and can be viewed more easily as a pure excercise in texture and color.
While I'
m at it, I'
ll also say that I really like the artwork by Sean Russell Friend, particularly "Sixteen
Droids on an I.D. Parade" and "Swords in the Starcell" (which has an Escheresque effect). I'
m also
quite fond of the Schirmeister cartoon on page 90, with the Gilbert Shelton lobster attacking the Walt
Kelly toons. That'
s a good gag by Steve Stiles on page 97, too. < Glad you liked the artwork! >
Thanks for sending me a paper copy of the zine! Might just have to hang it on the wall so I can look at
that cover more often. You'
re a hero to fandom for going to the expense of printing it in all its glorious
color.
(Nice, high quality printing, too.)
Yrs,
Randy Byers
rbyers@u.washington.edu
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Lloyd Penney – 01/27/04
Sorry it’s been so long since you shipped Skug 16 to me…my time has not been my own. I’ve been
busy jobhunting, and I found out this very day that I will be starting work tomorrow at a music
publishing company in the east end of Toronto. So, finally, a day without having to fax out resumes
means a day where I can finally catch up with a stack o’ zines.
Only Mae Strelkov could produce those great covers. Having mastery over a lost art is a lost art in
itself.
American politics is entertaining to watch, but I’m glad I’m not in it. Bush’s strings are so evident, and
most non-Americans find that he’s a stupid and dangerous man. Even more entertaining to watch are
American news outlets dancing around each other, trying to be more patriotic than thou. I try to check
out other news services who don’t have to worry as much about the ratings, and see how they cover the
story. The BBC is merciless, and may have a hand in the eventual downfall of Tony Blair. After the
horror of 9/11, and the inability of Bush to take out the temper of the USA on bin Laden, he unleashed
that temper on Iraq without just cause, not including getting revenge on Hussain on behalf of Bush Sr.
< Actually I like the Daily Show with Jon Stewart on the Comedy Channel for my nightly news.
Although I must admit to occasionally watching networks news. Of late, more often than not I’ll watch
the news on BBCA and sometimes several of the news shows on Link TV. They have a night show of
excerpts from many Middle Eastern news networks, including Al Jazeera, and even the Iranian news.
>
How is Patty doing these days? I haven’t conversed with her since our days in Mike Wallis’ TAPA.
She probably knows, but let her know that this apa died long ago, but I still work with Howard
Scrimgeour on the local filkcon. < She’s fine. >
The Toronto moose…they were decorated by various organizations, and auctioned off to various
companies, with the money going to charity. I still see some moose here and there, usually in front of
lawyers’ offices and large corporations.
Fandom for me is quickly losing its lustre. The amount of bitching, whining, flaming, character
assassination and other ways to hurt others before they hurt you is pushing me further away. I suspect I
shall soon gafiate from anything outside of Toronto, except for fanzines. I’ve been involved in fandom
for just over 26 years now, and I honestly believe that as it shrinks, it is starting to gnaw at its own
entrails in frustration. However, local fandom is still accepting for the most part, so I think I’m gonna
go local, and be happy. < You certainly are evident in the fanzine world and now even in your
livejournal. >
There are many Wiccans and Wiccan-wannabees in local fandom here…some know the ways of the
craft, and others just wear a pentacle and look cool. Eventually, they blend in with the costumers and
Goths. Local conventions, who were at one time fairly Wiccan-friendly, have, I think, forgotten the
Wiccans are there. I may just remind them, and perhaps the con can have some Wiccan programming.
< There are several Pagan conventions around the country. In our area Pantheacon is ever-growing.
I think the membership is well over several thousand at this point. >
A great locol, but I will make only a few comments. I said in my own loc that we let the magic go
away, but I am pleased to report that as I re-read the three books of The Lord of the Rings in
preparation for seeing each movie, the magic was still there. I immersed myself in the adventures and
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myth of Middle-Earth, and once again I was captivated. Did the movies match the images I had in my
head? No, but the images were still marvelous. As far as employment goes…I stayed at the printing
plant for 4.5 years, left to go to a bond rating service downtown which kept me for 4.5 months, and
now, I am ending an 8-month stint of unemployment.
So much to do, and so much more I could comment on…my heart just isn’t in it right now. Take care,
and see you next issue, whenever that shall be.
Yours, Lloyd Penney.
1706-24 Eva Rd.
Etobicoke, ON
CANADA M9C 2B2
penneys@allstream.net
"Dr. Lorenson: How are we doing today?
Rudy Mackenzie: For me...that is a really difficult question Dr. Laurenson, because the world around
me is *shrinking*... and the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are comin'to see me today, and they'
re
not bringing flowers which... just makes it real difficult to get organized."
The Jacket.
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maun·der Listen: [ môndr, män- ]
intr.v. maun·dered, maun·der·ing, maun·ders
1. To talk incoherently or aimlessly.
2. To move or act aimlessly or vaguely; wander.

Sometimes my writing seems like this. Sometimes my life.
The next Skug? I don’t know when, what or whatever? I
reiterate, send me no articles, poetry or art. I will gladly
accept LoCs and will gladly publish them at some point in
the future. I thank all those who have contributed to this
issue and again apologize profusely for the delay in its
completion. This is supposed to be done before Corflu
Silver in Las Vegas, NV, in the year 2008, near the end of
April. I will create a pdf, some html and some printed
copies, no doubt.
Words
His words flowed like boulders in the desert, little or not all. They moved for very short distances over
time and with little frequency. The boulders sank under their own weight or were covered and worn
away by the many grains of sand blown by the wind. The wind blew this way and that way, at times in
a circular fashion, up and away, chasing itself. Was there a pattern or any meaning? The only certain
thing was that the boulder was changed, worn away and eventually disappeared, some of it just
becoming an addition to the grains of sand. Only whispers remained.
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Kelly – March 1999 – 16 December 2006

Doug – April 1988 – 18 February 2004

